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Executive
Summary
The Newcastle East End Project comprises the majority
of four (4) city blocks located between Perkins, Hunter,
Newcomen and King Streets at the east end of the
Newcastle City Centre. Each block comprises one of
four (4) stages; each stage being subject to separate
and individual Development Applications and
associated supporting documentation.

•

Lot 135 corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets – base
of a well associated with an 1850s structure. Only
the base nine courses of the brick well structure
remained; sitting directly on natural sand;
indicating the likely high ground water in the area

•

Lot 138 fronting Wolfe Street - lower foundations
of an 1850s structure and laneway. The building
had a large front room that stretched the whole
width of the building and two rooms at the back
which were divided by a corridor. The foundations
of chimneys for fireplaces which serviced the front
and the back rooms were also exposed.

•

Archaeological evidence of mining of the borehole
seam was exposed in the form of an area of
ground collapse / subsidence within the 1850s Lot
138 structure. An earlier/original sandstock brick
paved floor had subsided and collapsed. The area
of subsidence was filled with clay and a new raised
brick floor laid. Raising the floor (rather than just
repairing it) may also have functioned to alleviate
potential flooding issues in this flood prone area of
Newcastle.

•

Lot 140 fronting Wolfe Street - one course of
sandstone footings from 1880s structure.

This report documents the historical archaeological
monitoring and salvage at 163 and 169-185 Hunter
Street, Newcastle (Newcastle East End Project - Stage
1) undertaken in accordance with Section 140
application 2017/S140/33.
The 2019 Archaeological Assessment for Newcastle
East End Project - Stage 1 assessed the site as having
potential for an archaeological resource of dating from
post mid 1840s relating to the urbanisation and
commercialisation of Newcastle from the mid
nineteenth century.
Archaeological Investigation
Two distinct areas of archaeological remains were
exposed along the Hunter Street and Wolfe Street
frontages. The exposed archaeological remains were
located within the original town Lot boundaries
established by assistant surveyor Henry Dangar when
he laid out the Newcastle town plan:
•

Lot 136 fronting Hunter Street – wall footings,
flagstone paving and sandstone paving of 1840s
constructed Rouse Hotel. The exposed remains
comprised two internal rooms and provided
evidence of a limited archaeological resource of
the early spread of the settlement into this ‘out of
town’ area.

The construction and demolition of the twentieth
century-built retail buildings and warehouses had a
major impact on the potential for an archaeological
resource; particularly across the central and rear
portions of the site where no archaeological remains
were exposed.
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1.0 Introduction
The Newcastle East End Project comprises the majority of four (4) city blocks located between Perkins,
Hunter, Newcomen and King Streets at the east end of the Newcastle City Centre. The Newcastle East End
Project comprises four (4) stages; each stage being subject to separate and individual Development
Applications (DA) and associated supporting documentation.
Umwelt Environmental and Social Consultants (Umwelt) was engaged by GJ Building & Contracting on
behalf of IRIS Land Pty Ltd (IRIS) to undertake archaeological monitoring and salvage at 163 and 169-185
Hunter Street, Newcastle (Newcastle East End Project - Stage 1) (the project area, refer to Figure 1.1).
IRIS have engaged Umwelt to prepare this report documenting the results of the archaeological
investigative works undertaken within Stage 1 of the Newcastle East End Project; being the city block
bound by Hunter, Perkins, Wolfe and King Streets, excluding the following properties (refer to Figure 1.1):
•

159 Hunter Street (corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets) and

•

Telstra Exchange at 114 King Street (corner of King and Wolfe Streets).

The legal description of the project area is Lot 1 in DP610140 and Lot 1 in DP749729. The project area has a
total area of 6,556m2 and was formerly occupied by David Jones.
Archaeological monitoring and investigation was undertaken in accordance with Section 140 application
2017/S140/33. The S140 permit is appended as Appendix 1. This report presents the results of the
monitoring in response to Conditions 17 - 19 of the Excavation Permit. It expands on the Summary of Field
Work Results 163 and 169-185 Hunter Street, Newcastle (Umwelt 2019) prepared to satisfy Condition 16 of
the Excavation Permit and submitted to the Heritage, Department of Premier and Cabinet (Heritage DPC) at
the completion of the on-site archaeological works.

1.1

Background

All archaeological works were undertaken in accordance with the approved archaeological research design
and methodology outlined in Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End Project - Stage 1
(Umwelt 2017).
The 2017 Archaeological Assessment assessed the site as having potential for an archaeological resource
dating from post mid 1840s and relating to the urbanisation and commercialisation of Newcastle from the
mid nineteenth century.
The main archaeological monitoring/investigation program was undertaken between November 2018 and
January 2019; noting that preliminary archaeological investigation works were undertaken concurrent with
demolition and site preparation works in July and August 2018.
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1.2

Heritage and Archaeological Listings

1.2.1

Newcastle Local Environmental Plan 2012

The project area is located within the Newcastle City Centre Heritage Conservation Area (C4), as listed in
Schedule 5, Part 2 Heritage conservation areas of the Newcastle Local Environmental Plan 2012 (LEP). In
addition, there are two locally listed heritage items within and in the immediate vicinity of the Project area.
The relevant listings are documented in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Listed Heritage Items
LEP Item

Address

Location

David Jones - I407

169-185 Hunter Street

Encompasses entire Project area

Retaining wall and
sandstone steps – I477

Wolfe and King Streets

Corner of Wolfe and King Streets –
immediately outside Project area

The extant 1914 David Jones building located on the corner of Hunter and Perkins Street remains in situ to
be adaptively re-used as part of the East End Project.

1.2.2

Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan 1997

The project area is located within Precinct 3 – Government Town 1822 as identified within the Newcastle
Archaeological Management Plan 1997 (AMP – Suters Architects 1997). Two indicative archaeological sites
are located within the project area (refer to Table 1.2 and Plate 1.1).
Table 1.2 AMP 1997 indicative archaeological sites
Item No.

Item Name

Significance

Potential

Period

0149 (part
of)

Bingle Allotment

Archaeological

Potential Archaeological
Site (low disturbance)

Convict Settlement
1801-1822
Government town
1823 to 1853

0150

David Jones

-

Potential Archaeological
Site (disturbed)

Convict Settlement
1801-1822
Government town
1823 to 1853
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Plate 1.1 Detail of AMP 1997 plan
Detail shows location of indicative archaeological sites 0149 and 0150. Approximate project area indicated
with red outline.
© Newcastle City Council 2008 / Suters 1997

1.2.3

Draft Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan Review 2013

The project area falls within the Draft Newcastle Archaeological Management Plan Review 2013 (AMP
Review) Inventory No. 2176227. Table 1.3 summarises the AMP Review assessment of the potential
archaeological resource of inventory no 2176227.
Table 1.3 AMP Review Inventory No. 2176227
Location

Town Development (1820s-1853)

Urban Development (from 1853)

Block bound by Hunter,
Bolton, King and
Newcomen Streets,
including parts of
adjacent streets (Bolton
and King Streets).

Located in the centre of the town of
Newcastle, as surveyed and laid out by
Henry Dangar between 1822 and 1826.

Representative of the development of
the larger coastal cities and other
regional urban centres in New South
Wales. The block is located in the
central business area of the city.

First development took place by 1840s.
Several allotments developed by
1850s.

Local significance

State significance

The project area is not located within the AMP Review potential archaeological site Archaeological Unit 225
- Extent of Convict Huts within the Newcastle Penal Settlement (Streets including parts of Bond, Scott,
Hunter, King, Church, Pacific, Watt, Bolton, Newcomen, Morgan, Market, Thorn and Keightley Streets).
Plate 2.2 shows the area of possible distribution of convict huts and associated relics as identified in the
AMP Review.
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Plate 1.2 Possible Distribution of Convict Huts
Project area is located to the west of the possible convict hut area; (outside / to the left of the image)
© Edward Higginbotham & Associates 2013

1.3

Personnel

The successful completion of archaeological excavation would not have been possible without the
invaluable assistance of the Umwelt archaeological team, the Registered Aboriginal Parties and input and
assistance from IRIS and GJ Building. Key personnel are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.4 Key Personnel
Position

Name

Company

Primary Excavation Director

Tim Adams

Umwelt

Secondary Excavation Director

Franz Reidel

Umwelt

Excavation Staff

Franz Reidel, Tim Adams, Nicola Roche, Ashleigh
O’Sullivan, Joshua Madden, Karyn Virgin, Amanda Crick.

Umwelt

Registered Aboriginal Parties

Awabakal Descendants Traditional Owners Aboriginal
Corporation
Awabakal Local Aboriginal Land Council
Awabakal Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation
Lower Hunter Aboriginal Incorporated

Client Representatives
Development Manager

Warwick Bowyer

IRIS

Development Manager

Jamie Boswell

IRIS
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The Secondary Excavation Director (Franz Reidel) and/or the Primary Excavation Director (Tim Adams) were
present on site supervising all ground disturbance work and/or archaeological investigation with the
potential for impacting significant archaeological relics.

1.4

Author Identification

This report has been prepared by Franz Reidel and Tim Adams with assistance and input from other
members of the Umwelt archaeological team including Nicola Roche, Karyn Virgin and Ashley O’Sullivan.
Ian Kennedy (Manager – Spatial & Visualisation Services) and Michael Ong (Senior Draftperson) prepared
the figures. Kathy Down (Senior Project Administrator) provided assistance throughout the preparation of
the report.
The majority of the photography and other archaeological recording (including the archaeological plans
provided in Section 3.0) was undertaken by Franz Reidel.
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2.0 Historical Context
2.1

Ethnohistoric Context

The wider area forms part of a landscape that was used by the traditional Aboriginal owners, the Awabakal,
for many thousands of years prior to European contact and continues to be highly valued by Aboriginal
people today. The occupation of the Newcastle area by Aboriginal people is demonstrated by the presence
of a range of archaeological sites that include evidence of varying levels of occupation and utilisation of
different landscapes and resources within the Newcastle area. Following non-Aboriginal settlement, there
are records of Aboriginal people interacting with the non-Aboriginal population in the early period of
settlement but subsequent records are relatively rare until the modern period (Umwelt 2014a). The
Newcastle CBD, was known by the Awabakal as Mulubinba. Mulubinba is a significant place in the Awabakal
cultural landscape, reflected through both the tangible evidence of Aboriginal history (archaeological sites)
and the intangible and continuing connection to country (cultural and spiritual attachment).
Prior to European contact, the shorelines of the Hunter River estuary and coast would have provided a
range of reliable and easily accessible resources for Awabakal people, such as fresh water from springs in
the immediate area (such as near the corner of Wolfe and King Streets), a range of aquatic fauna and
migratory birds from the estuary and coast lines, and rhyolitic tuff for stone tool manufacture from Nobbys
Island (Whibayganba).
Intensive occupation of the Newcastle CBD by Aboriginal people over many generations created large
archaeological sites along the Hunter River foreshore, the deep sands of which were also known to have
been used for burials. It is noted that the occupation of Australia by Aboriginal people represents by far the
lengthiest human use of the continent and that, by comparison, the occupation of Australia by nonAboriginal people has been of short duration albeit associated with significant impacts.
With the arrival of European settlers in the 1770s, traditional patterns of Aboriginal life throughout New
South Wales were quickly and dramatically altered, through disease, displacement, forced movement and
assimilation. Newcastle, one of the earliest European settlements in Australia, was no exception to this; but
its history is also characterised by the development of unique relationships between Awabakal people and
early European settlers.
Perhaps the single-most important source of ethnohistoric information for the Awabakal people was the
missionary, Lancelot Threlkeld, who established a mission at Belmont and subsequently at Toronto on Lake
Macquarie and collected extensive information about the Awabakal people and their language in the
period 1825-1841. While records also exist of corroborees or ceremonial events being undertaken in the
Newcastle area, there are very few other records of the spiritual beliefs and practices of the Awabakal
people, with the notable exception of the recording of two locations (Nobbys Head and Newcastle Beach)
associated with spiritual beliefs that featured in the worldview of the Awabakal (Umwelt 2009).
However, whilst they may be briefer than those provided by Threlkeld, from the very early period of
exploration and settlement of Newcastle there are records of interactions between the Awabakal and the
newly arrived non-Aboriginal people. These include descriptions of encounters with Aboriginal people
during Lieutenant Grant’s expedition to the Hunter River in 1801, at which time the quantity of oyster shell
built up in middens along the Hunter River was remarked upon. More extensive interactions logically
followed the establishment of the second penal settlement in 1804, including records of Awabakal people
returning escaped convicts to settlement officials, possibly in retribution for the manner in which escaped
convicts attacked Awabakal families. Records exist of Awabakal people receiving gifts of blankets, tobacco
and other supplies in thanks for their involvement (Roberts 2003).
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Accounts from 1819 and 1820 record the punishment of non-Aboriginal men for the mistreatment of
Aboriginal men, including the execution of John Kirby (refer to Umwelt 2009). In addition, early artworks
from the period by T.R. Browne, Joseph Lycett, Walter Preson and Joseph Cross all show Aboriginal camps
bordering the developing settlement between 1812 and 1828. This does not in any way imply that the
ongoing development of Newcastle was positive for the Awabakal people. Rather as Newcastle expanded
following the closure of the penal settlement in 1823, the Awabakal were increasingly struggling to access
their land and resources within the settlement itself. This is demonstrated by the records of violent clashes
between the Awabakal and non-Aboriginal people in the 1830s in the Lake Macquarie area (Umwelt 2009).
A newspaper account in 1830 (Turner 1997:12) indicated that the number of Aboriginal people within the
Newcastle settlement at the time was equal too (if not greater than) the non-Aboriginal population and
that Aboriginal people provided services to the ‘lowest classes’ such as carrying wood and water and
received ‘small pieces of tobacco or a cob of corn’ in return. Blanket distribution records from 1833 list 117
Aboriginal people in Newcastle, but only 29 Aboriginal people were listed on a blanket return from 1846
(Umwelt 2009), indicating a significant downturn in population although these records may not be directly
comparable.
In reviewing the numbers of Aboriginal people living within his mission, Threlkeld indicated that the
number of Aboriginal people occupying the Belmont, and subsequently Toronto missions, significantly
decreased as a result of both the effects of disease and the ongoing attraction of employment in
Newcastle. On the latter topic, Threlkeld (Umwelt 2009) stated that Aboriginal people were ‘employed’ in
the Newcastle settlement as fishermen, water carriers, messengers, servants and on board ships. He also
noted that while Aboriginal people were living in camps at Newcastle, it was ‘being sold out from under
their feet, and only the sea-beach, one hundred feet from the high water mark, is the place on which they
may rest their heads beneath burning sun or pitiless storm’ (Umwelt 2009). This demonstrates the ongoing
presence of Aboriginal people within proximity to the Newcastle CBD. However, subsequent records of
Aboriginal people living or working within the Newcastle CBD are relatively rare until the modern period.
This does not demonstrate the absence of Awabakal people or Aboriginal people more broadly from the
area but is probably symptomatic of the increasing marginalisation of Aboriginal people resulting from the
expansion of the settlement.
The experience of Aboriginal people in NSW since European contact has also been one of movement,
forced or otherwise, which has seen Aboriginal people from other traditional countries come to the area
and develop their own attachments to Newcastle. The history of the Newcastle CBD (Mulubinba) therefore
spans the traditional and ongoing Awabakal connection to country, the attachment to place experienced by
other Aboriginal people, European settlers and other migrant peoples since 1788 and the shared history
of all.
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2.2

European Exploration

In 1770, Captain James Cook sailed past Stockton Bight, noting only Nobby’s Island (Whibayganba) and Port
Stephens. The first knowledge of the Hunter region and its coal reserves came in 1791 through tales told by
escaped convicts. In March 1791 William Bryant with his wife Mary, their two children and seven other
convicts escaped from Port Jackson in the governor’s cutter and sailed for east Timor. They arrived in
Koepang 69 days later. They observed coal during the early stages of their voyage after running their cutter
into ‘a small creek’, thought to have been Glenrock Lagoon to the south of Newcastle (Turner 1997:4).
Mary Bryant and four of the other convicts eventually reached England, but William and their children died.
The Hunter River was also visited in 1796 by a party of fishermen, who brought samples of coal back to
Sydney (Newcastle City Council nd). In 1797 Lieutenant John Shortland entered the estuary and came
ashore along Stockton Bight, Nobby’s Head and along the Hunter River foreshore during a search for
escaped convicts. He observed the coal resources responsible for much of the later European settlement in
the wider Hunter region and reported he found ‘considerable quantities of coal lying so near to the
waterside as to be conveniently shipped’. Shortland made the first chart of the area and collected samples
of coal. In a letter to his father he predicted his discovery of the coal would prove to be ‘a great acquisition
to the settlement’ (McMartin 1967). Officially the river at this time was named after John Hunter, the
colony’s governor and Shortland’s superior naval officer, but to many it was known simply as Coal River.
Miners and merchants seeking timber soon followed Shortland’s observations. Besides coal, vast cedar
forests covered a huge area up the Hunter River, providing a source of urgently needed building timber for
the infant Sydney colony. Governor King decided to make a more systematic exploration of the area and its
natural resources and sent an expedition in HMS Lady Nelson, commanded by Lieut. James Grant to survey
these resources and explore the Hunter. On board were Lieut. Col. Paterson, Ensign Barallier, J.W. Lewin, a
mining expert, five sawyers, and a crew of nearly 60. The Lady Nelson, accompanied by the schooner
Francis arrived off the mouth of the Hunter River on 14 June 1801, and Col. Paterson named the island at
the river mouth Coal Island (now Nobby’s). Paterson prepared a detailed report on the resources of the
area, commenting on the potential of coal, salt, lime, fish and pasture. He proposed a permanent
settlement at the mouth of the Hunter River (Turner 1997:7).
Impressed by Paterson’s report of the rich resources of the area and the already successful coal mining
being undertaken, King decided to establish a permanent settlement in the area in 1801. The settlement
proved to be unsuccessful. The venture failed within six months and the convicts and their overseers were
evacuated back to Sydney Cove. The estuary of the Hunter River was not attractive to agriculturalists and
the extent of the swamps and sand dunes in the area ensured that Newcastle would have to depend on its
coal and port for its future development.

2.3

Early Settlement (1804-1823)

It was not until 1804 that Newcastle was resettled as a penal colony. Although Governor King planned
Newcastle to be more than a penal outpost, the majority of people arriving were sent to serve colonial
sentences and formed a large part of the workforce available for the exploitation of the resources of the
region, which included coal, timber, salt and lime. The convicts were engaged in exploiting these natural
resources to supply Sydney with much needed building and heating supplies – the cedar forests and shell
middens (most the result of past Aboriginal activity) produced building timber and lime respectively, and
coal heated the houses and forges.
The penal colony was founded under the administration of Lieutenant Charles Menzies with 34 Irish
prisoners, exiled by Governor King for their role in the Battle of Vinegar Hill of 1804. Menzies had
commanded the detachment of marines who quelled the Vinegar Hill convict rebellion.
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The expedition to found the new colony left Sydney on 28 March 1804 in the Lady Nelson, Francis and
Resource. Menzies was accompanied by Dr James Mileham (surgeon), Isaac Knight (superintendent of
convicts), John Tucker (store-keeper), Ferdinand Bauer (artist), George Caley (botanist), eleven military
guards and thirty-four convicts. Among the convicts were three miners, three sawyers/timber cutters, two
carpenters, a gardener and a salt bailer (to make salt from salt water for both the new settlement and
Sydney). They arrived on 30 March 1804. Menzies named the new settlement Kingstown, but Governor
King's own choice, Newcastle, prevailed. Menzies' instructions were to use the convicts in 'getting as many
coals as possible', cutting cedar, clearing ground for cultivation and 'to enforce a due observance of religion
and good order'.
During his term as commandant Menzies had huts constructed for the military guard and the convicts, built
a wharf, established a coal beacon to assist navigation into the harbour, organised the cutting of cedar and
the obtaining of salt from salt-pans at Collier's Point and reached satisfactory rates of production of coal
(refer to Plates 2.1 and 2.2). In March 1805 Menzies submitted his resignation to King to 'return to England
to my duty in the Royal Marines'. He left soon afterwards and returned to active service, later serving in the
Napoleonic Wars (Flowers 1967).

Plate 2.1 Settlement of Newcastle near Sydney by Ferdinand Bauer
Image dates to between 1800 and 1809 and shows a small number of tents and huts along with a more
substantial building (likely to Commandants House formerly located on the hill at the south end of present
Watt Street) and the Flagstaff.
© State Library of NSW/Higginbotham 2013
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Plate 2.2 The Coal River or Port of Newcastle, attributed to William Lewin
1808 dated image shows the huts lining the main street which leads from the wharf to the Commandant’s
House
© State Library of NSW / Higginbotham 2013

In 1815, the Norfolk Island penal settlement closed and focus again turned to Sydney and Newcastle, with
the British population of the latter dramatically increasing and reaching over 1,000 people by 1821 (Turner
1997:9, Turner and Blyton 1995:28). Under Captain James Wallis, commandant from 1815 to 1818, the
convicts' conditions had improved and a building boom began. Wallis laid out the streets of the town, built
the first church on the site of the present Anglican Cathedral, erected the old gaol on the seashore and
began work on the breakwater which now joins Nobbys to the mainland (refer to Plates 2.3 and 2.4). The
quality of these buildings was poor and only the (much reinforced and altered) breakwater survives. For
these works, and for his humane rule in the convict colony, Wallis earned the personal commendation of
Governor Macquarie.
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Plate 2.3 1812 Engraving by T.R. Brown Newcastle, in New South Wales
© Newcastle Region Art Gallery / University of Newcastle Cultural Collections
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Plate 2.4 1818 Plan of Newcastle by James Meehan
Showing the main street of George Street (present Watt Street) leading to the wharf; prior to the current
Newcastle town plan being established. The project area is located to the north of the ‘Church Yard’
outside the 1818 shown town.
© State Records SR Item 83/Higginbotham 2013

At its peak in 1821 the convict population of Newcastle had risen to approximately 1050. The penal
settlement was located on a basin of low-lying land (in the area of present day Watt Street) to the east of
the Project area. In the last years of convict use, the settlement comprised 71 convict huts,12 government
buildings, with the foci of church (Christ Church) and state (the Commandant’s house) on the elevated land
at the western and southern boundaries of the settlement, and industry (timber yard, mineshafts, wharf
and breakwater) on the low-lying land along and behind the foreshore. Table 2.1 details the numbers of
convicts in Newcastle between 1804 and 1812.
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Table 2.1 Convict Population of Newcastle
Year

Adult Male

Adult Female

Total Convict

1804

80

14

94

1805

73

18

91

1806

50

22

72

1807

63

21

84

1810

69

-

69

1811

73

-

73

1812

100

34

134

1813

123

31

154

1814

149

39

188

1815

215

39

254

1816

245

42

287

1817

394

46

440

1819

696

86

782

1820

-

-

954

1821

1001

50

1051

Source: Higginbotham 2013 Volume2:17

However, in Governor Macquarie's opinion the Newcastle prison colony was too close to Sydney and the
proper exploitation of the land was not practicable with prison labour. In 1823, military rule in Newcastle
ended and the penal settlement closed in favour of a penal colony at Port Macquarie (Turner 1997:14). The
number of prisoners was reduced to 100 (most of these were employed on the building of the breakwater),
and the remaining 900 were sent to Port Macquarie (Newcastle City Council nd). Although the penal
settlement was closed in 1823 convicts continued to toil in Newcastle on public works projects such as the
breakwater and in private assignment into the 1840s. In the 1830s the majority of the population of the
town were still convicts; a total of 60 percent in 1836 (Turner 1997:14).
Most of the buildings during the penal settlement period of Newcastle are likely to have been of timber;
with the convicts living in private timber constructed huts with bark or shingle roofs. By 1820, when there
were 71 of these timber huts in Newcastle, the convicts were transferred to the purposely built barracks
building (Higginbotham 2013 Volume 3:17).

2.3.1

Macquarie Pier

Macquarie Pier was constructed to link Nobbys Head to the mainland. The pier was conceived by Captain
James Wallis, when he was Commandant of Newcastle, and its construction agreed upon by Governor
Lachlan Macquarie in 1818. Surveyor James Meehan drew up the plans showing the lines of the intended
pier and its construction commenced in 1818 (refer to Plate 2.5). A quarry was opened in the area of
present Fort Scratchley to provide stone for the pier and other construction projects. By 1822 it was
reported that approximately 625 yards of the proposed 930 yard pier had been completed (Turner 1994:25). However, when Newcastle ceased to be a penal settlement in 1823 works on the pier were
discontinued.
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Plate 2.5 Detail of Nobby’s Island and Pier 23 January 1820
Image shows Nobby’s Island, Signal mast on Fort Scratchley and Macquarie Pier under construction. Note
the early shoreline prior to any reclamation.
© State Library of NSW and Coal River Working Party

2.3.2

Pioneer Industries

There were a number of successful industrial ventures during the early period of settlement in Newcastle.
Timber and Merchants
The getting and processing of timber is likely to have been the most successful of the pioneer industries in
the Newcastle and wider Hunter Valley area (Suters Architects 1997:13).
Timber was used for building in Sydney with the extensive stands of Cedar throughout the Hunter Valley
exploited to provide for the high demand of the Sydney market. Cedar was the most sought after timber
(particularly for use in house fittings). Brush Cypress (floorings), several species of gum (roof timbers, carts
and handles for agricultural implements and in shipbuilding) and Rosewood (carpentry) were also exploited
in addition to various other timbers used for industrial purposes (Suters Architects 1997:13).
Following the relocation of the penal settlement to Port Macquarie, the timber getting and processing
ceased to be one of the principal industries in the Newcastle area. Early plans of Newcastle indicate the
broader area of central Newcastle had been cleared of trees by 1830, likely soon after the arrival of
Lieutenant Menzies in 1804. Logs cut from up the Hunter River as far as Maitland were floated down to the
early settlement. A sawmill had been erected in the location of present day Newcastle Railway station and
a timber mill is reported to have stood on the site of Market Square to the east of the project area from
where early merchants Simeon Lord and James Underwood may have drawn supplies as early as 1799.
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Coal Mining
Throughout Newcastle’s period as a penal settlement, coal production remained on a small scale. Mine
labour was scarce and often utilised in other tasks. While some coal was needed for ironworking and small
scale export, timber could be used in the place of coal for most other purposes.
During the original settlement of 1801 three miners are reported as digging nine tonnes per day at Colliers’
Point. Plans to increase output by employing more miners and providing improvements such as a slab path
for carrying the coal from the mine, a properly constructed wharf and candles for use underground never
eventuated before the original settlement was abandoned. With the establishment of the new penal
settlement in 1804 Lieutenant Menzies opened a new mine in order to most likely utilise the Dudley Seam.
The mine was located on the corner of the present day Brown and Church Streets to the south of the
project area and was opened so that it could be developed and expanded in the future. The accumulation
of water and occurrence of faults created problems for the early mines.
The following account of the coal mines located in Newcastle at this time was given by John Platt (a coal
miner) in 1805:
The Coal mines on the sea-side of Government House Newcastle are 3½ feet thick, solid coal
and resemble those at Bushy Park, between Warrington and Prescot. The same mine is also in
Lord Derby's Park, near Prescot, called Nozeley Park. These coals are of the best quality and are
used for furnaces, malt houses, &c. being free from Sulphur.
Those at the Harbour by the Salt Pan called the New Discovery, from its being like a Delf in
Weston near Prescot in Lancashire, are of a bad quality, having as much dirt as coal, and fit for
burning bricks, fire engines...(Sydney Gazette 1805).
Until 1817 most of the coal produced would have come from the accessible Dudley and Nobby’s seams. The
original tunnels used to mine the Dudley Seam beneath the site of Fort Scratchley were kept in use until
1817. Following 1817 the Yard seam was tapped from a mine shaft in the vicinity of the Royal Newcastle
Hospital in Watt Street. It took three years to sink the shaft to the Yard Seam. The seam was only three feet
thick, but the coal was of better quality than any previously mined at Newcastle (Turner 1997:9). It was not
until the middle of the 1800s that the borehole seam was discovered, and with it a quality of coal far
superior to anything else being mined in Newcastle (Hickey 2004).
Improvements such as the construction of a slab pathway and wharf and the use of barrows and carts
increased production however, the shortage of miners and oxen to pull the carts and the general scarcity of
tools in the settlement continued to hinder coal production in the early settlement (Suters Architects
1997, 14).
A government coal mine shaft dating to the early nineteenth century is known to have been located in the
vicinity of the former market reserve to the east of Thorn Street (outside the project area). The exact
location of the shaft is unclear as a result of inaccuracies with the early maps, however it is likely to have
been located north of Laing Street, near present Thorn Street (refer to Plate 2.6). The coal shaft is likely to
have been used until 1830 when government mine works ended in the city centre. The coal mined from
this pit may have first been discovered in 1797 during Lieutenant Shortland’s search for escaped convicts.
The ‘Market Square Coals’ are reported by Huntington, in an account prepared for a court appearance
(noting that the account prepared by Huntington has numerous historical errors), to have been raised in
1801:
On June 14th 1801, she was loaded with ‘Freshwater Bay coals’, The mine being on what is now
the Market Reserve (Huntington nd).
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The city centre area is known to be underlain by three coal seams; now referred to as the Dudley, Yard and
Borehole Seams. Mapped abandoned mine workings within the Borehole Seam are known to extend
beneath the project area (refer to Plate 2.7). There is also the potential for workings of the Dudley Seam to
be present beneath the project area. However, it is considered unlikely that Yard Seam workings are
present. Notes from the Royal Commission into Mine Subsidence 1908 suggested that the mine shaft likely
located in the area of the former market reserve was associated with the Yard Seam workings. However,
based on current available information the early shaft is more likely to provide access to the Dudley Seam
workings and may not extend any deeper (Douglas Partners 2008 and 2018).
The top of the Dudley Seam is understood to range in elevation in the city centre area from approximately 5 metres AHD in the east to approximately -15 metres AHD in the west. The seam ranges from
approximately 1.28 to 1.33 metres thick. The Yard Seam underlies the Dudley Seam by approximately
10 metres. The top of the Yard Seam ranges in elevation from approximately -15 metres AHD to -25 metres
AHD. The seam is approximately 900 millimetres thick. Workings associated with the Borehole Seam are
known to extend beneath the project area (refer to Plate 2.7). The seam is located beneath the Yard Seam
approximately 70 to 80 metres beneath ground surface (Douglas Partners 2008).
Although present beneath the project area, the worked seams are at too great a depth to be revealed
during the project excavation works. However, evidence of mine subsidence as a result of borehole seam
workings beneath the project area was exposed during the archaeological excavation (refer to Section 5.9).

Plate 2.6 Detail of 1845/1846 Plan of the City of Newcastle showing government coal mine shaft
Project area is outlined in red. Government coal mine shaft to the east of the project area in the area
reserved for a market place indicated with red arrow. Thorn Street is still not yet established.
© Newcastle Region Library Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/16
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Plate 2.7 Plan showing location of Borehole Seam Workings
East End Project area outlined in blue. Stage 1 project area shaded.
© Douglas Partners Pty Ltd

Salt Making
The proximity of the coal mines and salt water was capitalised on with attempts at salt production. A salt
pan, exported from England was finally erected in Newcastle in 1804. The first salt from the Newcastle
works arrived in Sydney in February 1805. Output from the works increased until 1807 but the works were
abandoned in 1808 (Suters Architects 1997, 15).
Limeburning
Extensive deposits of shell had been noted along the Hunter estuary foreshore and coastal beaches of
Newcastle during the early expeditions to the area, the majority of which were probably Aboriginal midden
sites (high density shell deposits) that remained from past resource utilisation (Umwelt 2009). However it
wasn’t until 1808 that systematic lime burning commenced in the Newcastle region. Shell deposits in the
Stockton area and along Fullerton Cove (originally known as Limeburners Bay) were exploited for the
production of lime for cement (Suters Architects, 1997). Convicts would gather shells from Stockton’s
beaches for transportation to Newcastle where the shells were burned in brick kilns. The production of lime
continued throughout the convict period in the vicinity of the wharf and lumberyard (to the northeast of
the project area) where kilns, sheds and screens were located.
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Shipbuilding
Although the construction of boats and barges had always been important during the convict period, it
wasn’t until 1818 that shipbuilding was attempted. During a visit to Newcastle in 1818 Governor Macquarie
ordered the construction of the southern breakwater and the building of a ship. The Princess Charlotte was
built soon after and reached Sydney in October 1819 for final fitting out. At least one other vessel was built
at Newcastle before the penal settlement closed; a government barque (a sailing ship with 3 or 4 masts)
named the Newcastle. Although the closure of the penal settlement meant the closure of the government
shipbuilding, small shipbuilding remained a feature along the Hunter River (Suters Architects 1997, 16).
The Lumber Yard
The Lumber Yard, located on Scott Street to the northeast of the project area was at the centre of the penal
settlement’s industrial activity. The transformation of Newcastle from a penal settlement to a free town did
not result in the closure of the Lumber Yard, as a number of convicts were retained in Newcastle. The
Crown continued work using convict labour on the breakwater, mining works continued until 1831 and
chain gangs working on the roads in the area required the maintenance of their tools, all undertaken from
the Lumber Yard.
Building Work
The original settlement of 1804 was laid out in an irregular fashion around the axis of High and George
Streets (present Watt Street area to the east of the project area) which led from the wharf to the
commandant’s house overlooking the settlement. Bricks were not made locally during the first decade of
settlement and most of the buildings would have been constructed of timber. Captain James Wallis relieved
Lieutenant Thompson as commandant at Newcastle in 1816 and immediately began to improve the
settlement by constructing new public and government buildings. Initial buildings included the Christ
Church, a barracks, a hospital and goal. Stone was quarried from the base of Signal hill (later
Fort Scratchley) and bricks were being made locally.
The penal settlement was laid out in a similar fashion to a military encampment; comprising two lines of
tents or huts along the main street (George Street – now Watt Street) from the wharf to the more
substantially constructed Commandant’s House. By 1813-1814 the layout of the settlement had expanded
into an irregular grid of four or five parallel streets with cross streets and a number of
administrative/institutional buildings built in positions separated from the irregular grid, including the
Church, Flagstaff, Gaol, Hospital and Surgeon’s House (Higginbotham 2013:28).

2.4

Newcastle’s Government Town (1823 to 1853)

In 1823 assistant surveyor Henry Dangar laid out the Newcastle town plan, the core of which makes up the
current Newcastle central business district and includes the project area. Dangar imposed a regular grid
plan on the disorganised settlement of 1804 to 1822 and the natural topography of the headland. Dangar
made provision for a town of 190 allotments with a church and market reserve at its centre. Existing streets
were realigned and renamed. Three new principal streets were established aligned east to west along the
ridgelines and named after governors Hunter and King, and the existing Christ Church. The intersecting
cross streets were named after engineers contributing to the discovery of steam: James Watt, Matthew
Bolton, Thomas Newcomen, James Wolfe, and Thomas Perkin. Bolton Street replaced St Patrick Street with
Newcomen Street replacing York Street: both on slightly different alignments. In laying out the town plan
the intention was to prepare the town for its role as a port to service the rapidly developing Hunter Valley
(Turner 1997 12 and Higginbotham 2013 Volume 3:46).
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Following the relocation of the penal colony to Port Macquarie, Newcastle did not develop as swiftly as
expected. The private investment expected to bring growth to the town did not immediately eventuate and
the town went into decline with the population remaining low. By 1825 the Reverend Lancelot Threlkeld
described the town as having
…more the appearance of a deserted village than anything else and there are no more than thirtyfour (free) persons resident in it (Turner 1997 12).
Throughout this period, the Awabakal were being pushed beyond the ever expanding limits of British
settlement and struggled to retain rights over land, food and resources. However, the Awabakal population
of Newcastle remained high throughout the 1820s. In 1827 a newspaper correspondent commented that
The Aboriginal population of Newcastle is as great, if not greater; than the whites, which cannot be
said of any other place in the colony (Turner 1997 12).
The regularity of the grid laid down by Dangar was only broken at the market reserve (to the east of the
project area), church and cemetery (to the southeast of the project area) located at the centre of the grid.
The church and church reserve (likely including the cemetery) now form the grounds of Christ Church
Cathedral and predate Dangar’s town plan. Dangar regularised the boundaries of the church ground with
the establishment of King Street, and in doing so is likely to have reduced the area of the church reserve
(refer to Section 2.7).
In 1827 Dangar noted that private houses in Newcastle numbered between 25 to 30, with about 200
inhabitants, apart from the government mining establishment. The residents included storekeepers or
mercantile men, shopkeepers, innkeepers, carpenters, bricklayers, brickmakers and blacksmiths
(Higginbotham 2013 Volume3:56).
Sir Edward Parry, a British naval officer and explorer accepted an offer from the Australian Agricultural
Company (AA Co.) in 1829 to travel to New South Wales as commissioner in charge of their enterprises.
Parry first visited Newcastle in 1830 and commented that:
The town is so entirely in decline, that I shall be able, if necessary, to buy it all for $500
(Turner 1997 13).
In contrast, the Sydney Gazette published a description of Newcastle on 29 October 1829; noting how the
town had progressed. There were several new buildings, especially a brick house built by Mr Smith and a
large brick inn built for Mr Huxham. There were about 50 inhabited houses, and 400 people apart from the
military and convicts. There were eight inns or hotels. In addition, 1829 Newcastle is reported to have had
three bakers, one permanent butcher and a few occasional ones. Three brick lined wells near the harbour
supplied the town with water. The land around these wells was gazetted as a Water Reserve (Higginbotham
2013 Volume 3:56).
The town was confined on the south by steeply rising land (The Hill), on the north by the Hunter River and
on the east by the sea. The only potential direction for its future growth of the town, the west, was closed
off in 1828 when the newly formed English pastoral company trading as the AA Co. was granted 2000 acres
to the west of present day Brown Street (one block to the west of the project area) for exploiting the coal
reserves. As a result, the town’s growth was restricted to land east of Brown Street until the AA Co. could
release areas of its grant in the 1850s. However, this did not restrict the growth of the new town greatly as
there was little construction going on at this time.
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Watt Street was the centre of Newcastle’s commercial and residential development during the 1820s to
1840s with little development known to have occurred west of Newcomen Street or in the vicinity of the
project area. Several Hotels were opened and the first stores were built around Watt Street, however
overall growth of the town was slow. During the United States Exploring Expedition of 1838-42, the
American explorer Charles Wilkes described Newcastle in 1839 as:
A small village of seventy or eighty houses, built on the side of a hill: it contains two taverns and
several grog shops, a jail, convict stockyard, hospital, court-house, and a venerable old-looking
church. On one of the neighbouring hills is a flagstaff, and on the other a windmill. The business of a
coal-mine and that of the building of a breakwater for the protection of the harbour, give the place
an air of life and animation (Wilkes 1845).
Newcastle grew slowly in the 1830s with much of the land in the town still held under lease. It was not until
the 1840s that many of the town lots were granted. By 1841, with the expansion of AA Co. activities, there
was a more active building industry. The 1841 Census shows there were 100 dwelling houses of which 61
were stone or brick and the other 39 were of timber. Another stimulus to development was the increasing
rate at which town allotments became available as freehold; following the conversion of town leases to
grants through purchase or payment of quit rent. On 5 March 1850, the boundaries of Newcastle were
gazetted (Higginbotham 2013 Volume3:61-62).
An important source from this period is John Armstrong’s 1830s Plan of the Town of Newcastle in New
South Wales. Armstrong was a surveyor who produced a highly detailed map of Newcastle stretching
across the new government town to the AA Co. grant. The map provides precise detail of all extant
buildings and streets in the town at the time, including the original ‘sandy shoreline’ and ‘high water mark’
just north of current Bond Street and Stevenson Street (refer to Plate 2.8). The 1830s plan is described as
being a
Plan of the Town of Newcastle in New South Wales, showing its present State with part of the
adjoining County and The Coal Works of The Australian Agricultural Company, from a Careful
Survey in 1830, by Jn. Armstrong
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Pathway

Plate 2.8 Detail of Armstrong’s 1830s Plan of Newcastle in NSW
Detail illustrates the nature of development at the time from Watt Street in the east to what became
Brown Street in the west – effectively the limit of the town. Approximate location of project area indicated.
Note the pathway indicated crossing the northern portion of the approximate project area heading west is
the only form of use or development indicated at this time; other than being cleared of timber.
© National Library of New Zealand

2.4.1

The AA Co. and early industry

The arrival of the AA Co. and the development of steam navigation for Newcastle had a significant role in
Newcastle developing both commercially and residentially.
The AA Co. was established in 1824 by an Act of the British Parliament and brought stability and efficiency
to Newcastle’s coal industry. Although the Company was granted one million acres with the primary
purpose of producing wool, the AA Co. also entered the coal industry with the intention of exporting coal to
India for use by the steamers of the East India Company. Steam ships had created the first significant
commercial demand for coal. After 1830 government mine works ended in the city and by 1831 convicts
and free labour were working for the AA Co., which had a monopoly over the mining industry until 1847.
The British Government had allowed the company to select 2000 acres of land in NSW for coal mining. The
AA Co. selected the land on the western boundary of Newcastle, the eastern boundary being near Brown
Street, using land set aside for the future expansion of the town. William Croasdill, the Manager of the AA
Co. purchased several allotments, in the 1850s, close to the AA Co’s land including lot 137 on the corner of
Hunter and Perkins Street (within the project area). The company's extensive Crown grants included lands
close to Newcastle that have since been developed into the present day suburbs of Bar Beach, Cooks Hill,
Hamilton, Broadmeadow, and parts of the Newcastle CBD and The Hill. It was only after 1853 that the AA
Co. commenced to subdivide and release these areas of its grant.
The early pioneer industries of the penal settlement were slow to reappear after the relocation of the
settlement to Port Macquarie in 1823. The AA Co. also attempted to manufacture salt in Newcastle in order
to utilise small coal considered unsaleable. These saltworks failed.
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The AA Co. also established an engineering workshop at the eastern end of its Newcastle grant to service its
collieries. In addition, the development and increased use of steam navigation not only had a positive
impact on the coal mining industry but also on fishing and dairy farming. Gregory Blaxland, who had a wellestablished salt manufacturing business on his Newington Estate on the Parramatta River, also attempted
to establish a new salt works close to the early government mines on Signal Hill in Newcastle. These works
were abandoned soon after coming into production.
In 1848 the Dangar Brothers opened possibly the first successful meat canning factory in Australia at
Honeysuckle Point to improve the returns on their pastoral estates. The factory successfully produced
canned meat for export to the United Kingdom for use by the Royal Navy until around 1853 (Turner
1997:17).

2.5

Development and Expansion (1853 - 1900s)

2.5.1

AA Co. Land

The population of Newcastle remained very low until the 1850s, with the industrial development of the
area hampered by inefficient land transport and being hemmed in by the AA Co. grant (Suters 1997:2/2 and
Higginbotham 2013 Volume 3:119). In 1836 there were 704 people and 40 houses. The majority of the
population were convicts housed in the barracks located at the eastern end of the old settlement. Assisted
migration of miners supported by the AA Co. stimulated growth of the town and by 1841 there were 193
houses (Turner 1997 14). Ludwig Leichhardt, the German explorer and scientist, visited Newcastle at this
time and commented that:
Houses are going up all over the place, and I’ve no doubt that the little settlement will soon be
a thriving town (Turner 1997 16).
This view is in stark contrast with the view of Joseph Parry, who in the Newcastle Sun 10 June 1921
describes Newcastle in 1859 as being:
…a few scattered shops and a solitary wharf (Docherty1983:13).
The AA Co.’s monopoly of coal mining in Newcastle continued until 1847 when the Company agreed to
abandon its protected position in the coal industry in return for the right to sell its estates. It is from this
time that considerable expansion of mining, mineral processing plants and manufacturing industries began.
New coal mines opened on the Burwood estate south of Newcastle and at Minmi, Wallsend, Tomago,
Lambton and Waratah and villages appeared in each of these locations. These mines began to ship coal
through the Port of Newcastle, contributing to its development and further fostering commerce in
Newcastle. The Gold Rush of the early 1850s soon followed and it is from this period that the permanent
residential population of Newcastle increased markedly from around 1,500 in 1856 to 50,000 in 1891. The
rise in population led to the growth of the retail industry, hotels, banks, churches, newspapers, schools and
colleges, and associated infrastructure like water supply and sewerage. Municipal government came in
1859, although it was not until 1884 that purpose built chambers were completed in Watt Street (Tanners
2007:30).
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2.5.2

Reclamation

While the Dangar town plan is the core of the present day Newcastle central business district, large scale
reclamation schemes have altered the shape of the Port of Newcastle. The original foreshore in the vicinity
of the CBD was closer to present Hunter Street; which in a 1938 Newcastle Sun article titled ‘When Hunter
Street was a Sand Bed’ is noted as being ‘nothing but a bed of sand’ in 1857 (City Plan Services 2017).
Hunter Street was not stabilised until reclamation of the harbour commenced.
The original shoreline followed the south side of Scott Street, crossed the present Newcastle Station site
and approximately followed the line of Bond Street and Stephenson Place (Suters 1997:20). Early plans
indicate the original location of the shoreline along the edge of present Scott Street (refer to Plates 2.8 to
2.11). The continuation of Hunter Street west of Perkins Street, the railway line and the wharf area were
created by reclamation. The foreshore reclamation did not commence until the late 1840s/early 1850s to
create a boat harbour and level road to provide access to the emerging wharves. The necessity of bringing
the railway into the town centre in 1858 and building of wharves parallel to the line completed the
reclamation project.

2.5.3

The City of Newcastle

The densest concentration of buildings in the late 1850s was in the central Newcastle area bound by
Newcomen, Scott, Pacific and King Streets to the east of the project area. The Municipality of Newcastle
was established in 1859 under the provisions of the Municipalities Act, 1858. The first printed edition of the
official town map dates from 1860. The municipality became the Borough of Newcastle in 1867, under the
provisions of the Municipalities Act, 1867. Newcastle was proclaimed a city in 1885 (Higginbotham 2013
Volume 3:119-122).
By the 1870s building activity in the CBD evolved around the wharves, railway, commercial enterprises and
residential development, aided by private and government investment in the town in the 1870s and 1880s.
The Newcastle Morning Herald in 1875 noted that:
…within the last five years this city has advanced considerably in the character of its
architecture, and fine banking houses, public buildings and handsome places of business now
adorn the town (Turner 1997:40).
The area around the former market reserve to the east of the project area between Hunter and King
Streets was developed by private retailers and council uses from the late 1860s. In 1858 the government
invested heavily in building the railway station, a customs house in 1876, post office in 1873 (rebuilt in
1903), and court house (1890). Scott Street backing onto the railway line and town wharves was developed
for wholesalers’ warehouses and bond stores. The area east of Newcomen Street on Hunter Street was
consolidated as the insurance banking district in the inter-war period (Tanners 2007:27).
As a result of the increasing demand for coal by the railways, ships and manufacturing in the Pacific region,
inner city Newcastle and its surrounding mining towns grew to create an urban district with a population of
over 50,000 people by 1901. This growth was made possible by the development of an efficient transport
system based on steam railways, shipping and the construction of a port capable of handling a huge
increase in quantities of coal. The output of the Newcastle district collieries grew from 54,000 tons in 1850
to 3,492,000 tons in 1900. Newcastle developed into the second city of NSW and the largest coal port in the
southern hemisphere (Turner 1997 23).
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2.5.4

Port of Newcastle and the Breakwater

The port of Newcastle developed along the southern shore of the Hunter River estuary through the
nineteenth century. The deep water located at Newcastle led to the first wharf (Queens Wharf) being
constructed at the end of present day Watt Street during the convict settlement. The physical condition of
the port improved when the breakwater to Nobbys was eventually completed in 1846 after being initiated
by Governor Macquarie in 1818 as Macquarie Pier. Later dredging works and the construction of
underwater training walls further improved conditions at the port.
In 1866 it was decided to reconstruct the Southern Breakwater (former Macquarie Pier) using stone from a
quarry in Waratah. An embankment was built from the Great North Railway so the stone could be brought
by rail to the edge of the breakwater. Nobbys Head Railway comprised the extension to the Great North
Railway along the breakwater out to Nobbys Head. Nobbys Head railway was utilised from approximately
1869 to transport ballast and large stones that had been brought by rail from the Waratah Coal Company
quarry to assist the construction and strengthening of the breakwater to Nobbys Head and then out to
Big Ben Reef (Turner 1994:6-7). Between 1875 and 1883 the breakwater was extended beyond Nobbys
using the rail line along the breakwater to transport the stone. In 1896 the breakwater was further
extended when the railway line was re-laid to allow the movement of stones weighing up to 30 tons
(Turner 1994:6-7).

2.5.5

Transport System

The construction of the Great Northern Railway began in 1854 and the first stage between Honeysuckle
Point station at Newcastle and East Maitland was opened by Governor Sir William Denison on 30 March
1857. The railway gradually extended through the Hunter Valley and into Northern NSW, reaching
Tamworth 25 years later. Newcastle could now serve as the port of a rapidly expanding region. Private
railways facilitated the transport of coal to Newcastle and within a decade mines had opened at Minmi,
Wallsend, Lambton and Waratah (Turner 1997:27). Over the middle decades of the nineteenth century
greater Newcastle developed as a series of outlying colliery and manufacturing villages encircling the town
centre, which essentially functioned as the port for the export of coal.
The development of the railway system brought agricultural produce from the Hunter Valley, in addition to
coal. The new rail system would eventually bring an end to the old river port at Morpeth and secure the
future of Newcastle as a coastal and international shipping port. When the main coal wharves were
gradually relocated to Carrington from 1878 (under construction from 1862 and finally completed in 1890)
the wharves at the town centre became associated with general cargoes. The completion of the rail line to
Sydney in 1889 further developed Newcastle’s role as a major regional port and the rail system was also
soon transporting imported manufactured goods. The importing of manufactured goods for distribution in
Newcastle and the increasingly prosperous Hunter Valley and Northern Tablelands necessitated
construction of large warehouses in areas close to the wharf and railway such as Scott Street (Tanners
2007:33).
In addition to the rail systems (both government and colliery owned) linking the outlying townships a
variety of private horse drawn vehicles were used for transport from 1860 (lasting until 1932 in some
places) and from 1887 the steam trams of the NSW Tramway Department were established in the area with
Newcastle as the central point (Turner 1997 42).
The improved transport links enabled people to visit Newcastle for the shopping and entertainment, which
developed along Hunter Street. Hunter Street and the many licensed hotels in its vicinity also catered for
the needs of visiting seamen making their way up from the nearby wharves (Suters 1997 32).
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2.5.6

Industry and Business

With the Great Northern Railway now linking up with the port, timber yards, joineries, engineering works
and foundries began to develop along the foreshore. In addition, the presence of the railway also
necessitated the development of maintenance facilities at Honeysuckle Point. These were in operation by
1862 and as part of a large rail yard complex were an important source of employment and provided
business to the growing number of Hunter Street shops. The 1901 Newcastle Federal Directory listed more
than 80 mechanical engineers, the majority of whom worked in the Newcastle CBD (Suters 1997:20).
William Arnott’s biscuit factory (originally in Hunter Street, later moving to Union Street) and the Wood
Brothers Castlemaine brewery (on Hunter Street) were the only large scale food manufacturers in
Newcastle in the nineteenth century. Wholesalers continued to develop in the CBD in the proximity of the
port. By the 1880s Newcastle had taken on the appearance of a prosperous and busy port city. Gray and
Milton’s Business Directory Almanac Diary and Year Book for 1885 (a list of all businesses operating in the
CBD) illustrates that Hunter Street, King Street and their cross streets were largely given over to retailing
and commercial enterprises. The Hunter and King Street portion of the Newcastle CBD had become the
retail centre of the region (Suters 1997:21). By 1900 there were 27 drapers in Newcastle, in addition to
jewellers, milliners, furniture emporiums, refreshment rooms and over 100 hotels (Turner 1997:42). The
largest retail stores, including Winn’s (established 1878), Scott’s (established in 1890 at the corner of
Hunter and Perkins Street within the project area) and Mackie’s (1896), in addition to professional firms
such as lawyers and bankers, found success at the eastern end of Hunter Street. The western end of Hunter
Street attracted businesses such as Light’s furniture store (1894) and a branch of the Sydney department
store Marcus Clark and Co (Suters 1997 33).
In 1912 The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited (BHP), the Broken Hill silver, lead and zinc mining
company, began preparations to commence iron and steelmaking in Australia and selected Newcastle as its
site. In June 1915 the steelworks at Port Waratah were opened. The NSW government opened a State
dockyard on Walsh Island in 1914, close to where the steel works later opened. With the decline in the
demand for Hunter Valley coal after World War I, new places of employment were needed and by 1919 the
dockyard and steelworks had a combined labour force of 7,300 people, transforming Newcastle from a coal
mining centre to a steel city (Turner 1997:69).
The movement of the inner city population out of the city to new outlying suburbs following World War II
resulted in the development of outlying shopping centres, the first of which was Stockland’s development
at Jesmond in 1964. Although the immediate future of the retail industry was in the suburban centres,
millions of pounds were invested in the Hunter Street area, with new buildings being erected, older stores
modernised and the Council parking in King Street being constructed in 1962. Despite these investments
trading figures declined from the mid 1960s. In 1968 Hunter Street accounted for 36 per cent of total retail
sales in the region but by 1979 this figure had fallen to 21 per cent. Hunter Street was malled in 1971 in an
attempt to reverse this decline (Suters 2007:34).

2.5.7

Entertainment

Entertainment has always had an important role in the commercial and residential development of
Newcastle. There have been numerous hotels, theatres, public halls and cinemas throughout the city. The
traditional form of entertainment for working class men was the licensed hotel of which there were over
160 in the region by the early 1890s. Most of these pubs in the city’s portside area catered for itinerant
seamen, with 57 in the city, ten inclusive of the Great Northern, the city’s premier hotel, in Scott Street, the
closest street to the wharves (Tanners 2007:35). Several hotels were opened in the vicinity of the project
area which were amongst the earliest hotels established within the wider East End area; including the
Rouse Hotel (formerly located on Hunter Street within the project area) and the Crooked Billet (later the
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Miner’s Tavern constructed in 1827 or 1828 located at present 5 Morgan Street to the east of the project
area). The Crooked Billet was the terminus of the Newcastle to Maitland coach service in the 1860s.
In the 1950s plays were performed in the hotels, or in public buildings such as the Court House. The first
theatre, the Victoria, was opened in 1852 in Watt Street, to the east of the project area followed by the
Royal (also in Watt Street) in 1863. The second generation of theatres were sited further west in closer
proximity to the Hunter Street retail hub; the second Victoria Theatre in Perkins Street opened in 1876, the
neighbouring Lyric in Thorn Street in 1915 (to the east of the project area fronting Wolfe Street), and the
former Strand in Hunter Street (Tanners 2007:35). The Lyric was originally opened in 1915 in the
auditorium of the Masonic Hall.

2.5.8

Service Utilities

Fresh water springs in the vicinity of Watt Street influenced the siting of the first settlement in Newcastle
and throughout the nineteenth century water flowing from the higher ground to the south replenished the
wells the town depended on throughout the nineteenth century. Public wells in the vicinity of the former
market place, on the north side of Hunter Street, contributed to the siting of the market reserve in this
area. Water reticulation occurred in Newcastle following the completion of the Walka Water Works,
located near Maitland, in 1887.
In 1877 William Clark, an English hydraulic engineer had been commissioned to design the Walka water
supply scheme. In 1879 the government resumed land at Oakhampton, West Maitland and authorised the
construction of the scheme there. In 1885 water was first supplied to Newcastle from a temporary pumping
station on the Hunter River at Oakhampton. In 1887 the Walka Waterworks were in operation and
pipelines were extended to Maitland and the Newcastle municipalities. Newcastle received the first treated
water in 1887. In 1888 Morpeth and East Maitland were also connected to the supply. Water could now be
reticulated from reservoirs in Tyrell Street and near the Obelisk on the corner of Wolfe and Ordenance
Streets. In 1888 Newcastle City Council began construction of stormwater drain pipes. Sewerage was also
disposed of via this system until 1907 when the Newcastle Sewerage Scheme commenced and parts of
Newcastle, Merewether and Hamilton were the first suburbs to be connected to the sewerage system. In
1910 the first sewerage pumping station was constructed near the intersection of Hunter and Brown
Streets (Suters 1997:22). In 1865 the Newcastle Gas and Coke Company was formed. In 1869 the company
purchased its site in Parry Street from the AA Co. The electric telegraph reached Newcastle in 1861 and was
run from the newly constructed Electric Telegraph Office in Hunter Street. The telegraph contributed a
major role to the running of the coal trade from Newcastle. In approximately 1890, when telephones were
introduced, the switchboard was also located in the Telegraph Office (Suters 1997:23).
Lambton Municipal Council was the first to install an electrical generating plant in the Newcastle area.
Newcastle Municipal Council constructed a power plant in Tyrrell Street and commenced supply in 1891;
providing electricity for street lighting (Higginbotham 2013 Volume 3:125). The Railway Department also
produced its own electricity, but it also supplied the city from the Zaara Street Power Station from 1915
to 1976.

2.5.9

Residents of Newcastle CBD

By the 1880s the majority of the miners employed in the wider area lived in the surrounding mining
townships and not the Newcastle CBD. As a result, the residents of inner city Newcastle are more likely to
have comprised people engaged in the service industries of the large port city and their families. The more
prosperous residents constructed houses on The Hill, Cooks Hill and in Newcastle East.
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The poorer inhabitants working as shop assistants, railway workers and labourers are likely to have rented
accommodation in the inner city to be close to their work. Post World War II saw the demography of
Newcastle changing as young working class families moved from the older residential areas of the city to
the new outlying suburbs.

2.6

Development of the Project Area

As discussed in Section 2.3, the project area is located outside the boundaries of the 1804 established
penal settlement; beyond the limits of Wellington Street (now Hunter) and east of Wallis Street (now King)
(refer to Plate 2.4). The project area is also outside the area identified by the AMP Review as having
potential for archaeological evidence associated with the penal period of settlement; including convict huts
(Higginbotham 2013 Volume 2:75) (refer to Plate 1.2).
Although within the boundaries of the Newcastle town plan laid out by Dangar in 1823, no development is
known to have occurred within the project area by that time. Armstrong’s 1830 plan provides precise detail
of all extant buildings in the town but does not show any development within the area bound by Perkins,
Hunter, Newcomen and King Streets (refer to Plate 2.8 showing Armstrong’s 1830 plan). However, the area
has been cleared of timber by this time and a pathway is indicated crossing the approximate location of the
project area (refer to Plate 2.8).
Hunter Street is shown on early plans as only extending as far as Brown Street (refer to Plates 2.9 to 2.11).
The proximity of Hunter Street to the harbour at this time, before the reclamation of the foreshore area,
meant that it frequently flooded. A number of buildings constructed along the street are reported as having
been built on stilts or pillars to avoid flooding. Hunter Street was likely much lower that it is today and
several attempts were made to realign/re-level the street as a result of which some of the early shops were
infilled to bring them up to new street levels (City Plan 2017). A butcher located near the corner of Hunter
and Perkins Streets to the immediate west of the project area is reported to have
... got lower and lower as the street got higher and higher. In the end less than two metres of
the shop front was showing above Hunter Street. The butcher installed steps to allow his
customers to descend to the shop and he displayed his meat at pavement level and employed a
young boy to keep the bush flies away from the carcasses (Barney 2013).
Following the establishment of Dangar’s town plan all 190 allotments in the new town were numbered in a
single running sequence with allotments 135 to 146 making up the project area (refer to Plates 2.9 and
2.10).
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Plate 2.9 Detail of 1833 Plan of Newcastle by GB White.
Allotments 135 to 146 (the project area) are shaded.
© NSW Government State Archives and Records – SR Item 4396

The first known development or improvements within the newly created allotments is a building on lot 136
shown on an 1844 town plan (refer to Plate 2.10). This lot was granted to John McClymont in 1841 before
being purchased by William Rouse; registered as being an ‘Inn Keeper’. The building is likely the Rouse
Hotel and may have been constructed as early as 1840. Hotels in the area generally ended up as boarding
houses and hostels. Many had stables, outbuildings and yards with light industrial uses (for example the
blacksmith’s shops) associated with them. The Rouse Hotel was demolished to make way for the Scott’s Ltd
Store in the early twentieth century (Tanners 2007).
If this isolated structure is the Rouse Hotel it matches early descriptions of it which include:
The Rouse Hotel in Hunter-street was considered to be out of town. This hotel was kept by the
father of the late Mr. Harry Rouse and a large poplar tree grew on the footpath in front of the hotel
(The Newcastle Sun, 1938).
There is some disparity regarding the original location of the Rouse Hotel. Reports have indicated that in
1843 Rouse applied for a licence for "his splendid new house," known as the Newcastle Inn (presumed to
be renamed later as Rouse's Hotel) in proximity to Hunter Street, after the closure of his former
establishment, known as the Steam Carriage Inn:
Mr. Rouse did not apply for a license for the Steam Carriage Inn, which will therefore of course be
shut up as a public house; Mr. Rouse, however, obtained a license for his splendid new house, under
the sign of The Newcastle Inn (Maitland Mercury 22 April 1843).
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This ‘splendid new house’ has been assumed to be located along Perkins Street where Rouse owned lot
139. However, Rouse is only listed as purchasing lot 139 on Perkins Street in 1848 while he purchased lot
136 from John McClymont in 1845. There is certainly a building on lot 136 from the 1840s (refer to
Plate 2.10) but nothing shown along Perkins Street until the 1850s. It was not until the late 1870s that a
structure is actually shown as being located on Rouse’s lot 139. It is worth noting that Rouse (and his wife
Ann) also owned lot 146 on the corner of Perkins and King Streets between 1837 and 1881 (refer to
Table 2.2).
Although not shown on any known maps or plans as being within the project area it is possible Rouse
constructed the Steam Carriage Inn on lot 146 which he owned from 1837. It is likely that the Rouse Hotel
indicated fronting Hunter Street from the mid 1840s is the original location of the Rouse Hotel itself.
However, Rouse may have attempted to establish an earlier hotel (the Steam Carriage Inn) on lot 146 at the
corner of Perkins and King Streets (or elsewhere outside the project area) earlier but abandoned the
enterprise when he couldn’t obtain a license for the premises.

Plate 2.10 Detail of 1844 Plan of The Town of Newcastle and its Harbour
The project area is indicated with what is likely the Rouse Hotel fronting Hunter Street in lot 136
© National Library of Australia. Map F 72

By 1846 all allotments within the Project area are indicated as having been granted, purchased or promised
(refer to Plate 2.11).
The respective lots within the Project area were granted as follows:
•

Lot 135 was granted to John Leabon Deane on 19 March 1844

•

Lot 136 was granted to John McClymont on 24 August 1841
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•

Lot 137 was granted to William Croasdill on 22 November 1854

•

Lot 138 was granted to George John Rogers on 20 May 1939

•

Lot 138 was granted to George John Rogers on 20 May 1839.

•

Lot 139 was granted to William Rouse on 29 January 1848

•

Lot 140 was granted to Henry Usher on 18 January 1836

•

Lot 141 was granted to Job Hudson on 19 December 1838

•

Lot 142 was granted to Samuel Lyons on 8 February 1836

•

Lot 143 was granted to Thomas Buxton on 11 December 1838

•

Lot 144 was granted to Henry Usher 18 January 1836

•

Lot 145 was granted to Simon Kemp 13 November 1838

•

Lot 146 was granted to Brent Clements Rodd 28 January 1836
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Plate 2.11 Detail of 1846 Plan of the City of Newcastle
All allotments within project area have been granted, purchased or promised by this time. Brown Street to
the west of the project area is the limit of Newcastle at this time – noted as ‘Police Boundary’ on the plan
with AA Co. land to the west and south of the ‘Police Boundary’. The future alignment of Scott Street
(following reclamation) is also indicated.
© Newcastle Region Library Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/16

Table 2.2 provides the owners and tenants of the project area following subdivision in the 1850s taken
from the results of a historical title search which indicates the registered owners of the land from the
original grantee.
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Table 2.2 Summary: owners and tenants of the Project area
Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

135

159 King Street

19.03.1844

John Leabon Deane (& His deceased estate) Gentleman

19.11.1925

George Alfred Green - Jeweller & Silver Merchant

(10/749730)

Alfred Henry Corti Green - Jeweller & Silver
Merchant
16.02.1931

George Alfred Green - Jeweller & Silver Merchant
Verina Green - Widow

28.03.1934

Verina Green - Widow
Edward George Green - Business Manager

10.07.1936

Verina Green - Widow
Elsie Green - Widow
Marjorie Ursula Bradford - Married Woman

11.09.1951

Verina Green - Widow
Alfred William Green - Gentleman
Elsie Green - Widow
Marjorie Ursula Bradford - Married Woman

23.09.1956?

Alfred William Green - Gentleman
Elsie Green - Widow
Marjorie Ursula Bradford - Married Woman

15.07.1956?

Caldwells Pty Limited

14.02.1994

Menachem Mizrahi
Gabrielle Maria Mizrahi

135

163 King Street

19.03.1844

John Leabon Deane (& His deceased estate) Gentleman

01.12.1925

Soul Pattinson (Newcastle) Limited

21.11.1957

Lowes Limited (Now Lowes Pty Limited)

04.06.1982

The Hospitals Contribution Fund of Australia

13.11.1986

Scott's (Newcastle) Investments Pty Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

24.08.1841

John McClymont - Gentleman

(1/749729)

20.02.1845

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

03.02.1873

Ann Rouse - Widow

07.11.1873

William Charles Hyne Capper – Iron Monger

21.12.1920

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

24.08.1841

John McClymont - Gentleman

(1/749729)

20.02.1845

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

(1/610140)

136
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

137

30.08.1907

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

22.11.1854

William Croasdill

(1/749729)

25.04.1873

William Croasdill (For his life, after for his
daughter)
Harriette Mary Croasdill (Now Slater)

138

139

28.01.1901

Harriette Mary Slater – Married Woman

12.12.1928

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

20.05.1839

George John Rogers

(1/749729)

24.07.1840

George William Jackson

10.07.1841

Robert Tighe (& His deceased estate)

23.07.1863

Mary Ann Matilda Mitchell – Married Woman

29.04.1885

George Mitchell (for his life after for sons of Mary
Ann Matilda Mitchell) - Agent

08.09.1910

Ada Mary Mitchell (For her life, after for her
children) – Married Woman

01.11.1926

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

29.01.1848

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

(1/749729)

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

30.08.1907

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

29.01.1848

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

(1/749729)

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

19.03.1903

D. Mitchell & Co. Limited

16.02.1911

Isadore Mitchell (& her deceased estate) Merchant

23.09.1936

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

29.01.1848

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

(1/749729)

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Stephen Mrs (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

22.01.1912

Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

22.01.1912

Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman

13.10.1924

Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Kenneth Hannell Garrick – Chemists Assistant
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)
Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman

30.03.1925

Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman
Jean Garrick (or Mary Jean Garrick) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman

24.03.1948

Jean Garrick (or Mary Jean Garrick) - Married
Woman
Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman

21.10.1950

Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman
Sybil Florence Maud Mary Sturtevant – Married
Woman

140

19.02.1951

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter Street

18.01.1836

Henry Usher - Gentleman

(1/749729)

01.10.1846

Simon Kemp - Builder

02.10.1881

Martin Richardson (& his deceased estate) Builder

13.02.1913

George Marlow Limited

14.02.1913

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

1937

Lane & Trewartha Pty Limited

1937

Majestic Café Pty Limited

1937

Lang Wood & Co Pty Limited

1938

Frederick Cornelius Laycock
Edwin Burdett Laycock
Burdett Andrews Laycock
Samuel Walter Knowles

1938

James Pickles – Company Director
William Stronach - Builder
John Archibald Green – Company Director
Richard Seed - Builder
Otherwise Nil to 1969

23.12.1994
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

141

169-185 Hunter Street

19.12.1838

Job Hudson

(1/749729)

06.01.1847

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

30.08.1907

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

19.12.1838

Job Hudson

169-185 Hunter Street

06.01.1847

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

(1/749729)

1853?

Ann Rouse – Widow, Inn Keeper
Henry Rouse

17.03.1878

Anne Mary Clarke (or Clark) (Formerly Bennett) –
Married Woman
Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

22.01.1912

Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Mrs Garrick (Formerly Rouse) – Married Woman

22.01.1912

Maud Frances Nash (Formerly Rouse) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman

13.10.1924

Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman
Kenneth Hannell Garrick – Chemists Assistant
Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman

30.03.1925
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)
Jean Garrick (or Mary Jean Garrick) – Married
Woman
Florence Thompson (Formerly Thompson) –
Married Woman

24.03.1948

Jean Garrick (or Mary Jean Garrick) – Married
Woman
Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman

21.10.1950

Sybil Constance Mary Laird – Married Woman
Sybil Florence Maud Mary Sturtevant – Married
Woman

142

19.02.1951

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

08.02.1836

Samuel Lyons- Auctioneer

(1/749729)

08.09.1836

Job Hudson - Builder

04.02.1840

Martin Richardson (& his deceased estate) Builder

13.02.1913

George Marlow Limited

14.02.1913

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

1937

Lane & Trewartha Pty Limited

1937

Majestic Café Pty Limited

1937

Lang Wood & Co Pty Limited

1938

Frederick Cornelius Laycock
Edwin Burdett Laycock
Burdett Andrews Laycock
Samuel Walter Knowles

1938

James Pickles- Company Director
William Stronach - Builder
John Archibald Green – Company Director
Richard Seed - Builder
Otherwise Nil to 1969

169-185 Hunter St

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

02.07.1921

William Scott - Merchant

(1/749729)
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21.11.1924

Commonwealth of Australia

03.12.1937

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

143

169-185 Hunter St

11.12.1838

Thomas Buxton

(1/749729)

02.09.1861

Richard Buxton - Gentleman

03.10.1877

William Grisdale – Store Keeper
William Williams Hitchcock – Store Keeper and
Auctioneer

144

02.05.1881

William Grisdale – Store Keeper

10.08.1900

Thomas Bartley - Signwriter

24.09.1919

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

18.01.1836

Henry Usher - Gentleman

(1/749729)

01.10.1846

Simon Kemp - Builder

02.10.1851

Martin Richardson (& His deceased estate) Builder

13.02.1913

George Marlow Limited

14.02.1913

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

1937

Lane & Trewartha Pty Limited

1937

Majestic Café Pty Limited

1937

Lang Wood & Co Pty Limited

1938

Frederick Cornelius Laycock
Edwin Burdett Laycock
Burdett Andrews Laycock
Samuel Walter Knowles

1938

James Pickles- Company Director
William Stronach - Builder
John Archibald Green – Company Director
Richard Seed - Builder
Otherwise Nil to 1969

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

18.01.1836

Henry Usher - Gentleman

(1/749729)

01.10.1846

Simon Kemp – Builder

02.10.1851

Martin Richardson (& His deceased estate) Builder

13.02.1913

George Marlow Limited

14.02.1913

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

114 King St

18.01.1836

Henry Usher - Gentleman

(2/336771)

01.10.1846

Simon Kemp - Builder

02.10.1851

Martin Richardson (& His deceased estate) Builder

13.02.1913

George Marlow Limited

14.02.1913

Scotts Limited

02.07.1921

William Scott – Merchant
Edith Annie Scott – Married Woman

145

21.11.1924

Commonwealth of Australia

29.11.1985

Australian Telecommunications Commission (now
Telstra Corporation Limited)

169-185 Hunter St

13.11.1838

Simon Kemp - Builder

(1/749729)

25.06.1844

James Steel - Gentleman

11.10.1864

Joseph Steel - Engineer

28.02.1876

William Thomas Brain - Yeoman

19.08.1885

Annie Pearson – Married Woman
Joseph Pearson - Tailor

17.11.1908

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

13.11.1838

Simon Kemp - Builder

(1/749729)

25.06.1844

James Steel - Gentleman

11.10.1864

Joseph Steel - Engineer

24.10.1882

William Australia Steel (& His deceased estate) –
Mining Engineer

17.11.1908

Scotts Limited (Now Scotts (Newcastle)
Investments Limited)

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

13.11.1838

Simon Kemp - Builder

(1/749729)

25.06.1844

James Steel - Gentleman

11.10.1864

Joseph Steel - Engineer

10.06.1885

Mary Clarke

12.11.1896

Norah Fitzgerald - Spinster

28.06.1897

Charles Hinton – Painter and Glazier
Hester Hinton – Married Woman

07.11.1906
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Original
Lot

Current Address and
Lot/DP

Date of
Purchase

Registered Owner and Occupation (where
available)
Malcolm Fraser – Boat Builder

15.08.1916

Annie Laura Flemming – Married Woman

24.10.1950

Seymour Alfred Limbury - Retired
John Kerr Williams - Solicitor
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03.10.1950

Brooks McGlashan and McHarg Proprietary
Limited

09.09.1961

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

28.01.1836

Brent Clements Rodd - Gentleman

(1/749729)

14.11.1836

George Robert Nicholls - Gentleman

06.01.1837

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

17.03.1847

Ann Rouse – Married Woman

26.08.1881

William Grisdale - Auctioneer

10.08.1900

Thomas Bartley – Sign Writer

Date unknown

George Fraser – Boat Builder
Malcolm Fraser – Boat Builder

15.08.1916

Annie Laura Flemming – Married Woman

24.10.1950

Seymour Alfred Limbury - Retired
John Kerr Williams - Solicitor

03.10.1950

Brooks McGlashan and McHarg Proprietary
Limited

09.09.1961

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd

169-185 Hunter St

28.01.1836

Brent Clements Rodd - Gentleman

(1/749729)

14.11.1836

George Robert Nicholls - Gentleman

06.01.1837

William Rouse – Inn Keeper

17.03.1847

Ann Rouse – Married Woman

26.08.1881

William Grisdale - Auctioneer

10.08.1900

Thomas Bartley – Sign Writer

01.07.1912

Robert Reid & Co Ltd (Now Robert Reid & Co
Proprietary Limited)

01.02.1967

Scotts (Newcastle) Investments Limited

23.12.1994

Kador Group Holdings Pty Ltd
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A series of plans dating to the 1850s indicate that there was a substantial growth in the development of
Newcastle by this time, with buildings shown on a number of the allotments within the project area (refer
to Plates 2.12 to 2.16). By the mid nineteenth century the area formed part of the central business area of
the city. What is likely the Rouse Hotel fronting Hunter Street is now shown as a large building
encompassing all of lot 136. A number of other buildings have been constructed along the Hunter Street
frontage; likely retail related. In addition, there is a building and outbuilding fronting Wolfe Street on lot
142, a building fronting King Street on lot 147 and a linear structure in the centre of the block; likely a shed
or light industrial type structure.

Rouse Hotel

Plate 2.12 Detail of 1850-57 Plan showing AA Company Subdivisions
Project area indicated in red.
© National Library of Australia Map f51-e
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Plate 2.13 Detail of 1853 plan showing Street alignment of part of Newcastle
The west end of Newcastle is still bound by the AA Co. land west of Brown Street and Church Street
© Crown Plans - Land and Property Information
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Rouse Hotel

Plate 2.14 Detail of 1853 plan showing Project Area
© Crown Plans - Land and Property Information
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Plate 2.15 Detail of 1854 Plan of the City of Newcastle
Plan shows Newcastle from Watt Street in the east to Brown Street in the west
© Newcastle Regional Library – Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/90
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Plate 2.16 Detail of 1854 Plan showing Project Area
© Newcastle Regional Library – Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/90

In contrast a 1866 dated photograph of Newcastle does not appear to show much development to the
north of Christ Church Cathedral Cemetery; noting the perspective from where the photograph is taken and
the steepness of the hill may result in this impression (refer to Plate 2.17).
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Plate 2.17 1866 Photograph of Newcastle
Christ Church Cathedral and Cemetery are shown at the top of the hill with the line of King Street along the
edge of the cemetery. Although the level ground along the edge of the harbour appears densely developed
the steeper areas going up the hill area (including the Market Reserve area) appear to remain undeveloped
© Mitchell Library – Small Picture File – Newcastle

As discussed, in 1857 the original foreshore in the vicinity of the CBD was closer to present Hunter Street.
Hunter Street was described as being ‘nothing but a bed of sand’ in 1857 (City Plan Services 2017) and was
likely not properly stabilised until the extensive land reclamation of the harbour commenced soon after
allowing the commercial development of Hunter Street.
The commercial development of the Hunter Street frontage of the project area increased dramatically in
the late 1860s and 1870s. A photograph dated approximately 1870 shows the extent of the commercial
development along Hunter Street by this time (refer to Plate 2.18).
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Plate 2.18 Approximately 1870 Photograph of Hunter Street
Looking east along Hunter Street. Approximate Hunter Street frontage of the project area is indicated with
red arrow
© Hunter Photo Bank 163 001642

An 1875 ‘aerial’ lithograph of Newcastle illustrates the dense built nature of the project area at this time
(refer to Plate 2.19). There are buildings along all street frontages with what appear to be a second row of
houses behind the businesses on Perkins and Hunter streets and some smaller outbuildings attached or to
the rear of other buildings. The Rouse Hotel still stands on the central Hunter Street frontage. The central
portion of the project area seems to be predominantly vacant at this time. There appears to be some stairs
leading down from King Street in the central portion of the King Street frontage potentially suggesting the
higher ground along King Street has not been cut down at this time. It is interesting to note that there is a
large structure with a chimney on the opposite corner of King and Perkins Streets (likely a mill) with what
appears to be an extensive cut into the naturally sloping ground around it. The mill is demolished soon after
for the construction of the Ireland’s Bond’s Store building that is extant today. An early photograph dating
to approximately this time shows the structures within the project area fronting Perkins Street and also a
flour mill to the immediate south of the project area (refer to Plate 2.20). The buildings along Perkins Street
in the southwest corner of the Project area (likely lots 141, 143 and 147) at this time appear to be single
storey residential terraces (refer to Plate 2.20).
An 1870 dated photograph looking up Perkins Street shows the level of cutting that was undertaken into
the sloping topography of the King Street area and the facades of the structures within the northwest
corner of project area closer to Hunter Street that front onto Perkins Street (refer to Plate 2.21). These
structures are two storey and may have had a commercial / retail function at street level being close to the
Hunter Street corner.
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Plate 2.19 Detail of 1875 dated lithographic view of Newcastle
Note the flour mill to the rear of the photograph on the opposite side of King Street to the project area
© State Library NSW V1B_Newc_1870_79_1 and Higginbotham 2013
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Plate 2.20 Early Perkins Street Newcastle
View to southeast showing the residential buildings in the project area along Perkins Street. Note the flour
mill to the rear.
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 163 001808

Plate 2.21 1870 photograph looking south up Perkins Street.
The buildings on the left of the photograph are within the project Area. The cut edge centre foreground is
likely to be located along the south side of King Street. St Mary’s of the Star of the Sea Catholic Church on
the corner of Perkins and Church Streets is shown at rear right of photograph.
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 045 000120
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An engraving of Newcastle showing the project area from a different direction to the 1875 lithograph
indicates a similar built footprint with the street frontages heavily developed with what appear to be a
second row of buildings behind the business’s on Perkins, Hunter and Wolfe Streets and some smaller
outbuildings attached or to the rear of other buildings. The rear central portion of the area is also shown to
still be vacant at this time (refer to Plate 2.22). A number of buildings are show as being constructed back
from the King Street frontage and steps are shown leading into the project area from the corner of King and
Wolfe Streets. These steps are likely part of the works thought to have been undertaken by George
Hunniford who is known to have constructed Wolfe Street and was responsible for most municipal works in
1870s and 1880s. The steps form part of the heritage listed Wolfe Street retaining walls and sandstone
steps and may have originally been constructed as early as 1868 (Tanners 1997). The Ireland’s Bond’s Store
has been constructed by this time (replacing the earlier flour mill) opposite the project area on the corner
of King and Perkins Streets.
Newcastle City Council is reported to have undertaken works to form and maintain streets and also to
make safe the sloping topography of the area (Tanners 1997:46). In 1880 a landslip destroyed a large
portion of King Street and the stone walling which supported the street. The City Council instigated
rebuilding under the direction of its engineer Mr Ellis. This work built up the old wall to the gradient of the
street and erected a double flight of steps on the west side of the wall in Wolfe Street and the north side of
King Street. A substation was built into the wall under Wolfe Street. The steps were constructed with a
width of six feet and with a rise to avoid danger to children and the elderly and provided with ornamental
handrails. A similar flight of steps was erected on the eastern side running the full width of footpath. The
cause of the landslip was believed to have been poor drainage and to remedy this an oviform brick culvert
was laid down the centre of Wolfe Street (Tanners 1997).

Plate 2.22 Detail of Gibbs Shallard & Co engraving of Newcastle, undated – approximately 1880s
Detail shows approximate project area boundary in red
© National Library of Australia nla http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-135857980
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The 1886 fire insurance plans of Newcastle by Mahlstedt & Gee (surveyors and draughtsmen) further show
that area of the project area was being well utilised following the commercial and industrial development
of central Newcastle from the 1850s; within the confines of the town plan and system of streets established
by Dangar.
The 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee plans include details of land owners and business proprietors named as at
January 1886 (refer to Plates 2.23). The Rouse Hotel is still shown on Hunter Street at this time.

Plate 2.23 Detail of 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee plan of Newcastle
© University of Newcastle Cultural Collections, M2039 Sheet 8.
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In addition to the Rouse Hotel the following establishments are present within the project area at this time:
•

W. Grahame & Son Watchmaker

•

Lloyd & Manning Grocers

•

Mercery, Dumford, Grisdale and Son Auctioneers

•

Hewitt Bros Fishing Tackle Depot

•

Capper Bros Ironmongers

•

WH Roberts Fancy Goods

•

C Buxton Tobacconist

•

C Hinton Plumber

•

Sydney Pawn Office

•

Pearson Furniture Warehouse

•

Harris Boarding House

•

Wood Bros & Co and

•

a timber yard.

The colour version of this plan indicates the number of storeys and construction material (the pink being
brick or stone, yellow timber and green ‘iron faced’), plus frontage measurement (refer to Plate 2.24).
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Plate 2.24 Detail of 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee colour plan of Newcastle
© State Library of New South Wales

There are a number of photographs dating the end of the nineteenth century that show Perkins Street, now
fully formed, and the structures within the project area fronting onto Perkins Street (refer to Plates 2.25
to 2.27). The buildings closer to Hunter Street still comprise 2 storey terraces likely constructed of brick
with commercial/retail functions while the terraces at the King Street end of Perkins Street are single storey
residential cottages likely constructed of timber; as indicated on the 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee plan.
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Plate 2.25 1890 photograph of the east side of Perkins Street
The photograph shows the frontages of the businesses of Perkins Street
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 163 001466

Perkins Street frontage
of project area

Plate 2.26 1897 Photograph looking northeast down Perkins Street to Newcastle harbour
Ireland’s Bond’s Store is middle right of photograph with the Project area behind
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 163 001659
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Plate 2.27 Undated photograph looking southwest up Perkins Street.
The project area is shown left foreground of the photograph with Ireland’s Bond’s Store on corner of King
and Perkins behind
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 163 001133

In 1890 the Survey Section of the Land Department was commissioned by the Hunter District Water Board
produce the series of large-scale plans of urban Newcastle (the 1890s Water Board plans; see Plate 2.28 for
example), for planning purposes. The first plans were produced in 1894 and show detailed footprints of
buildings present at the time. Some of the plans were later revised to reflect an approximately 1920
footprint. The plans cover a large portion of Newcastle, from the east end as far west as Lambton, providing
accurate information of all buildings (and other features such as wells and cisterns) present at the time
(Russell Rigby 2019).
Plate 2.28 provides a detail of the 1895-97 map showing the project area; including cesspits/privies
(indicated by the small squares) at the rear of the buildings and the Wolfe Street steps.
Following the establishment of the Walka Waterworks in 1887, piped water ran along Newcomen, Hunter,
King, Wolfe and Perkins Streets, along Thorn Street from Hunter Street as far as Laing Street, and then
along Laing Street and returning down Morgan Street to Hunter Street (refer to Plates 2.29 and 2.30).
As discussed, after the landslide at the corner of King and Wolfe Streets, Newcastle City Council installed an
oviform brick culvert along Wolfe Street to improve drainage down the naturally sloping land of the area. In
addition to the early brick culvert along Wolfe Street and the water service pipes, stormwater and
sewerage drains were constructed running down Morgan, Wolfe and Perkins Streets to outlets into the
harbour. These early water supply, stormwater and sewerage drainage systems were constructed by
Newcastle City Council prior to the formation of the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board in
1892.
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Plate 2.28 Detail of 1896 Hunter District Water Board Plan
Detail shows the project area
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle
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Plate 2.29 Detail of 1892 Plan of Newcastle indicating location of Water Pipes
© John W Armstrong Pipelines and People

Plate 2.30 Detail of 1892 Plan of Newcastle indicating location of Stormwater and Sewerage Pipes
© John W Armstrong Pipelines and People

There are a number of photographs dating to the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that
show Hunter Street and the Hunter Street frontage illustrating the commercial/retail focused nature of the
street (refer to Plates 2.31 to 2.36).
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Larger scale commercial developments in the twentieth century replaced a large number of the nineteenth
century commercial and residential structures. The largest and earliest of these new developments was
Scott’s Ltd, a family company established in 1890 by William Scott with four shop assistants in a premises at
105 Hunter Street. In 1908 Scott’s opened a new purpose built store on the corner of Hunter and Perkins
Streets with 200 employees. In 1957 Sydney based retailer David Jones bought Scott’s, undertook extensive
renovations in 1958 and constructed a new car parking station at the rear of the store on the corner of King
and Perkins Street in 1968. The majority of the smaller extant businesses in the area were established in
the late nineteenth century and expanded their operations over the early twentieth century.

Plate 2.31 1899 Photograph looking east along Hunter Street
Photograph shows the corner of Hunter and Perkins Street (to right) and the Hunter Street frontage of the
project area
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 019 000065
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Plate 2.32 1905 photograph looking east along Hunter Street
© Hunter Photo Bank registration no 163 001248

Plate 2.33 Approximately 1910 photograph showing the corner of Hunter and Perkins Street
Photograph shows the growth of Scott’s Store on the Perkins and Hunter Street corner. The future David
Jones building on the corner of Perkins and Hunter Streets is yet to be constructed
© Hunter Photo Bank 026 000149
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Plate 2.34 1910 photograph showing the corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets
Photograph shows the 1880s constructed single story terrace of shops on the corner of Hunter and Wolfe
Streets. The new Scott’s store is on the right of the photograph
© Norm Barney History in Our Streets, Newcastle Newspapers 1997

Plate 2.35 Approximately 1930s photograph showing the corner of Hunter and Perkins Street
Scott’s store buildings are now complete; including the future David Jones building on the corner of Perkins
and Hunter Streets
© Hunter Photo Bank 345 000102
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Plate 2.36 Detail of 1935 aerial photograph showing Project area
Note the established King/Perkins Street retaining walls and the vacant nature of the central and southeast
portion of the site at this time
© Greg and Sylvia Ray 2016

Early 1850s terraces fronting Perkins Street on Perkins and King Street corner (former lots 143 and 146)
appear to have been demolished, by this time there are larger industrial looking premises on the corner of
Perkins and King Streets (lot 146) and vacant land on former lot 143. This was potentially left vacant to aid
construction of the Telstra exchange building on the corner of Wolfe and King Streets.

2.7

Former Market Reserve and Christ Church Cathedral Cemetery

The former market reserve, originally located between and including present Thorn and Morgan Streets,
east of the project area, is likely to have remained a reserve until the early 1840s when three lots located
between King and present Laing Streets were sold to S. Kemp, J.J. Holloway and T. Buxton (refer to
Plates 2.9 to 2.11). Prior to the 1830s a coal pit was located within the former market reserve. In 1869
three blocks within the reserve were granted to Newcastle Borough Council for markets and the remainder
of reserve subdivided and sold. The Borough Markets remained until 1915 when they were demolished for
the construction of the Strand Theatre.
Prior to 1869 the former market reserve appears to have been a waste ground that may have been used as
a burial ground, both prior to and following the establishment of the town plan in 1823. In 1915 the area
was reported as being
..a most unsightly piece of land and had previously been used as a burial ground – for blacks or
whites is not certain – for in subsequent excavations many human skulls and bones were found.
It was also for many years a very unsightly rubbish tip (NMH 22/9/15).
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Originally the churchyard appears to have been 3 three acres (1.21 hectares) in size, probably extending to
the north of current King Street into the project area. By 1859 the size of the churchyard had been reduced
to 1 one acre 3 three roods and 6 six perches with King Street forming the new northern boundary of the
burial grounds (Austral Archaeology 2004).
Several articles appeared in the Newcastle Morning Herald & Miners Advocate (NMH) in November 1915
reporting the discovery of human skeletal remains uncovered during excavations at the site of the former
Borough Markets (123-141 Hunter Street) for the construction of a picture theatre (later the Strand
Theatre). It is unclear whether these were Aboriginal or European burials, however, there is suggestion that
the wider area was used as an Aboriginal burial place and also as the burial place for early settlers.
The area around the Christ Church Cathedral, to the east of the project area, may have been utilised as a
burial place for early settlers dating from 1802, and by the Aboriginal inhabitants of the area. With the
establishment of a church and burial ground, possibly as early as 1812, and the formalisation of a town plan
in 1823 there is less likely to have been burials outside the Christ Church cemetery. However, the area of
the former market reserve bound by and including present day Thorn, Morgan and Laing Streets, may have
continued to have been utilised for burials until the mid 1800s.
All accounts suggest that any burials were to the east of the project area in the area bound by King, Thorn,
Hunter and Morgan Street. No early settler burials are expected to have occurred within the project area.
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3.0 Archaeological Investigation
All archaeological works were broadly undertaken in accordance with the approved archaeological research
design and methodology outlined in Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End Project Stage 1 (Umwelt 2017).
The two areas where archaeological remains were present were located along Hunter Street and along
Wolfe Street. The headings of the following report sections for these areas are ‘Hunter Street’ and ‘Wolfe
Street’. The subheadings for the areas comprise the original allotment numbers, for Hunter Street Lot 135
and Lot 136 and for Wolfe Street Lot 138 and Lot 140.
Plate 3.1 provides a general archaeological plan of the locations of archaeological remains. Further plans
are provided throughout this section of the report. Levels (metres AHD) are indicated on the plans (for
example as 1.97) provided throughout this section. Scans of all plans and drawings that form part of this
section of the report are stored on Umwelt’s file server. All original field drawings and plans are stored in
Umwelt’s archives.
The photographic catalogue is provided as Appendix 2. All photographs are provided with the electronic
submission of this report to Heritage, DPC; in accordance with electronic submission requirements. High
resolution jpegs and RAW images are stored on Umwelt’s file server. Select photographs are included
throughout this report.
Contexts are discussed relevant to the archaeological remains exposed within each original allotment.
Context numbers on the plans and within text are prefixed with ‘C’ (for example C39 = Context 39). A full
context list and harris matrix are provided in Section 3.4.
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Plate 3.1 General plan of exposed archaeological remains
The plan shows the archaeological remains within the original allotments. Allotment boundaries and
numbers shown in blue. Scale: 1:400
© Umwelt, 2020

3.1

Archaeological Monitoring - Demolition/Grubbing Phase

After the demolition of the above ground structures the demolition contractor undertook a process known
as “grubbing”. This is an activity whereby solid underground structures related to the demolished buildings
like concrete footings are removed by pulling them out by machine. As some footings are missed by this
process, the ground adjacent to the edges of the site was cleared of any obstructions with a small excavator
for the installation of the perimeter piling. This activity was archaeologically monitored in the sensitive
areas of the site. The monitoring of the trenching and removal of modern footings around the perimeter
for the piling led to the discovery of sandstone flagging associated with Rouse Hotel (fully recorded later as
part of the archaeological investigation discussed in Section 3.3). Due to the retained facades along Hunter
Street and Wolfe Street it was unsafe to commence archaeological investigations (with the exception of the
archaeological monitoring of the perimeter excavation prior to piling) before the piling had been carried
out.
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Monitoring of grubbing and perimeter excavation along Hunter Street started on 6 July 2018 when the
small area of the Rouse Hotel sandstone flagging was uncovered. A test trench was excavated on
17 September 2018 along the Hunter Street frontage confirming the presence of remains of the Rouse
Hotel building.
Following completion of the grubbing phase archaeological investigation took place from 21 November to
26 November 2018 along Wolfe Street in Lot 140 and part of Lot 138. The investigations along Hunter
Street, in Lots 135 and 136, took place between 6 December to 12 December 2018 and the final work in Lot
138 was carried out from 19 December to 21 December 2018. The well in Lot 135 was excavated on
20 February 2019 which concluded the field work.
The area of lot 140 in Wolfe Street was investigated first as it was the most elevated. This was followed by
the area along Hunter Street where grouting had finished and finally Lot 138 along Wolfe Street.
The rough general overburden (C43) which consisted of mixed demolition material from the recent
demolition was cleared with a large machine and the more detailed machine excavation was carried out
with a small excavator. The remains were then hand cleared and cleaned for photographs and graphic
recording and individual features were further investigated.
Refer to Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for details of the archaeological investigation within original allotments 135,
136, 138 and 140.

Plate 3.2 Grubbing along Hunter Street Frontage
Left: Looking east, depth of the foundations of the most current buildings exposed and removed during
clearing of the edges along Hunter Street of the site for piling.
Right: The same footing looking west with a sandstone footing probably belonging to the Capper Bros
Ironmongers building in the foreground (refer also to Section 3.3.1 Lot 136)
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.3 Grubbing along Hunter Street Frontage
Left: Looking east: test trench along the Hunter Street frontage.
Right: Looking east, remains of the sandstone flagging associated with Rouse Hotel (immediately past the
shovel)
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.4 View northeast towards the Hunter Street frontage
Photograph shows the flooded site in mid-November
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.5 View southeast towards Wolfe Street
Photograph shows the flooded site in mid-November
© Umwelt, 2018

3.2

Archaeological Investigation - Wolfe Street Frontage

The area alongside the Wolfe Street frontage comprised original Lot 138 and Lot 140. The potential for
evidence of archaeological remains of former structures was first identified on a site walk on 14 November
2018 in the north east corner of the area. Due to flooding caused by the installation of the piling the
excavations started on 21 November 2018 in the southern half of the area in Lot 140 and the south end of
Lot 138 where the remains were slightly higher due to the general topography of the site.
Plate 3.6 provides a plan of the exposed archaeological remains in Lot 138 and 140.
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Plate 3.6 Archaeological Remains in Lot 138 (north) and 140 (south). Scale 1:100
© Umwelt, 2020
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3.2.1

Lot 140

No remains were encountered in the south end of the Lot but one course of sandstone footings (C1) was
still present in the northern half most likely from the 1880s (refer to Plate 3.7). A building on this lot first
appeared on the Mahlstedt & Gee plan from 1886 refer to Plates 2.23 and 2.24).
The largest portion of footings remaining were two segments of the bottom course of the west wall
footing. Some of the blocks were roughly squared but most of them were coarse pieces, all bonded with
buff to white shell mortar. There was a large rectangular block at the northwest corner. The footing was
around 500mm wide. The northern portion of the wall footing was about 3m long and it was dissected by a
concrete footing not removed during grubbing. There was a gap of about 3.5m to the south where the wall
footing was missing, due to the removal of a later concrete footing during grubbing. The second (southern)
portion of the west wall was about 3.2m long.
The north wall footing was up to 600mm wide and 4.5m long before disappearing under the remaining
overburden close to the eastern piling of the site. The north wall footing had four large rectangular
sandstone blocks incorporated which were around 600mm long 450mm wide and around 300mm high
each.
The northern segment of the west wall footing almost connected with an internal footing which was also
around 500mm wide. It was located about 3.5m centre to centre from the north wall footing and was
constructed from coarse and some roughly squared sandstone blocks, bonded with buff to white shell
mortar, like the west wall footing. Adjacent to the wall footing on the southside were remnants of a
sandstone packing (C42) which appeared to have been deliberately placed. It contained sandstone blocks of
various shapes and sizes bonded with loose buff to white shell mortar. The function of this packing was
unclear. The southern segment of the west wall footing had a stub of an internal wall footing about 5m
centre to centre from the north wall. The stub was only around 750mm long and 500mm wide. The rest of
the wall footing was missing.
The walls were set in a layer of crushed brick (C3) which appeared to have been placed over the area of
construction as levelling and stabilisation fill possibly to counter waterlogged conditions. It was up to
100mm thick. A cut (C2) for the footings was clearly visible along the northern part of the west wall and the
northern internal wall footing. The backfill (C4) between the cut and the footings consisted of mainly
topsoil with some specks of charcoal and crushed brick. The levelling fill appeared to have a surface layer in
some part in the form of a film of buff mortar (C5) which was possibly construction debris. There was a
north south running cut (C6) at the southern end of the packing, most likely for a later (post demolition)
service trench. The width of the cut was about 400mm and the depth around 150mm. It was filled (C7) with
topsoil and crushed brick. The recorded length of the trench between the cuts for the removed later
concrete footings was 3m.
The north wall of this building appeared to be on the boundary between Lot 140 and Lot 138 with the
laneway (located between this building and the building on Lot 138) located entirely on Lot 138. The layout
of the building was unclear but there appeared to be at least three rooms. The external depth of the
building was probably about 6m if measured from the street frontage. The internal width of the northern
room was in excess of 3m and the internal width of the second room to the south was in excess of 3.7m.
There was another room to the south, the remains of which were only present for about 1.6m.
There was an “outhouse” located 7.5m to the west of the west wall footing and about 1.75 m south of the
alignment of the outer edge of the north wall footing. The remains consisted of a brick floor base (C8), all
flat sandstone bricks, laid on their flat sides and bonded with buff to white shell mortar. There appeared to
be the remains of one course of brick walls (C9) on the east and on the west side of the structure. The walls
were two bricks wide and were laid straight on the base layer. There was a gap of up to 50mm between the
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rows. There was a floor layer (C10). The bricks were laid flat and bonded with buff shell mortar. There was a
cement cover (C45) over the floor which was up to 20mm thick. The cement spilled about 50mm over the
inside brick of the wall leaving a straight line where the next brick course would have sat. All the bricks in
this structure were flat sandstock bricks and the bonding agent was buff to white shell mortar. On the east
side of the structure, at the level of the wall course, were the remnants of a timber beam (C11). The width
of the beam was 100mm (4 inches) and the remaining length was about 1.5m. The remains of the structure
itself were up to 2m long and 1.35m to 1.4m wide. The surrounding soil (C12) was made up of topsoil
containing brick fragments and other interferences. There was no evidence of an earlier cesspit under the
structure nor was there any indication of plumbing.
Refer to Plates 3.8 to 3.15 for photographs of the structural footings exposed in Lot 140.
Table 3.1 Lot 140 Contexts
#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

1

140

Structure

Sandstone footings, some blocks
roughly squared bonded with shell
mortar, some whole width
(550mm) rectangular blocks

Wall footings

Construction

1880s

2

140

Cut

Irregular cut

Construction cut
for wall footing

Construction

1880s

3

140

Deposit

Compacted crushed brick

Levelling and
stabilisation fill

Construction

1880s

4

140

Deposit

Topsoil with some specks of
charcoal and crushed brick

Fill of construction
cut

Construction

1880s

5

140

Deposit

Film of buff mortar

Construction
debris

Construction

1880s

6

140

Cut

Shallow cut 400mm wide, 150mm
deep

Possible service
trench

Later
occupation

20th
Century

7

140

Deposit

Fill of topsoil and crushed brick

Fill of service
trench (C6)

Construction

20th
Century

8

140

Structure

Brick base, all flat sandstone
bricks, laid on their flat sides and
bonded with buff to white shell
mortar

Outhouse floor
base

Construction

1880s

9

140

Structure

One course of sandstock bricks
two bricks wide

Base for outhouse
walls

Construction

1880s

10

140

Structure

Brick paving, sandstock bricks laid
flat, bonded with shell mortar

Outhouse floor
base

Construction

1880s

11

140

Structure

Timber beam

Unknown

Construction

1880s

12

140

Deposit

Brown clayey sand with brick
fragments and other inclusions

Backyard topsoil

Occupation

from
1880s

42

140

Structure

Sandstone packing, blocks of
various shapes and sizes bonded
with loose buff to white shell
mortar

Base, purpose not
known

Construction

1880s

45

140

Structure

Cement cover over the brick
paving, up to 20mm thick.

Outhouse floor
base

Alteration

post
1880s
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Plate 3.7 Lot 140 archaeological remains. Scale 1:100
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.8 View south from laneway of remains of the building in Lot 140
Note the two courses and the large blocks in the north wall (in foreground). Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.9 View southwest of the remains of the building in Lot 140
Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.10 View northwest of remains in Lot 140 towards Hunter Street
Looking towards Hunter Street. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.11 View west over the remains in Lot 140
Note the disturbance created by the removal of a concrete footing in the centre and a remaining concrete
footing at the right edge of the image as well as the sandstone packing adjacent to the wall in the centre.
Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.12 View east over the outhouse
Remains of the main Lot 140 building in the background. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.13 View south of the outhouse
Photograph shows the brick base sitting on topsoil, the brick floor layer and the wall lines. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.14 View north over the west wall footing
Photograph shows the stub of an internal wall protruding to the right. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.15 View south of service trench
The most likely 20th century service trench cutting through the compacted crushed brick levelling fill which
is sitting on top of original topsoil. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

3.2.2

Lot 138

A substantial part of the lower foundations of a building most likely dating from the 1850s were present on
this Lot (refer to Plates 3.16 and 3.17). Only the north wall and the southern half of the east wall remained
unexposed and there was a disturbance (C31) running from east to west through the centre of the building
where a later concrete footing had been removed. The cut for the removal of the footing was between
650mm and 1.7m wide.
The building footings (C13) were made from coarse and roughly squared sandstone blocks bonded with
buff to white shell mortar. There was generally one course remaining, except in the south wall, where
evidence of two footing courses was present. The width of the footings varied between 450 and 600mm.
There was evidence of two brick courses (C14) at the eastern end of the south wall above the upper
sandstone footing course in the form of two flat sandstock bricks visible in the unexcavated section. The
building had a large front room that stretched the whole width of the building and two rooms at the back
which were divided by a corridor. Measured from the outer edges of the footings, the projected total
length of the building would have been 11.5m. The internal width of the back rooms was 4.1m by 3.2m, the
corridor was 1.2m wide and the front room measured 3.85m by approximately 10.5m. There were two
wider sections of the footings (C35) in the wall dividing the backrooms from the front room. These were
also made from coarse and roughly squared sandstone blocks which were bonded with buff to white shell
mortar. These were the foundations of chimneys for fireplaces which serviced the front and the back
rooms. The chimney foundations were around 1.85m long and 1.65m wide.
There was an area with substantial brick paving (C16) measuring about 2.5 by 2.5m remaining at the
southern end of the front room against the southwest corner. The bricks were made of clay and stamped
GULLIVER. They were laid in a herring-bone pattern on a thin layer of buff to yellow sand (C17) (refer to
Plate 3.17). The floor was level with the top of the sandstone footings. The base for the bricks was a heavy
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compacted yellow and light brown clay deposit (C18) with a few inclusions of specks of brick and small
sandstone fragments. Underneath the packing was an earlier brick-paved floor (C19) which was already
visible at the edges of the packing. The bricks of this floor were staggered and laid in rows north to south in
alignment with the building (refer to Plate 3.16). The bricks were laid on a thin layer of reddish-brown
bedding sand (C46). The sand was sitting on a thin layer of remnant topsoil (C20) which was made up of
brown clayey sand. The floor was around 230mm below the later paving and covered approximately the
same area. The southern section of the paving had collapsed (C41), creating a semicircular “pit” with a
radius of about 1.5m. This pit was most likely the result of mine subsidence as the area had been
undermined substantially by coal extraction from the borehole coal seam. The pit was also filled with the
clay packing material (C18) indicating that the later floor was installed to repair the damage. Raising the
floor (rather than just repair it) may also have functioned to alleviate potential flooding issues.
The northern half of the building, past the cut created by the removal of the later concrete footing which
ran through the centre of the building, contained a layer of crushed brick (C48) which was visible in the
front room area and appeared to be the same material as the crushed brick layer (C3) in Lot 140. As in Lot
140 it was probably used as levelling and stabilisation fill. Above this deposit was a layer of brown sandy
clay (C36) with some inclusions of lighter material and specks of mortar, possibly material washed in before
construction started. In the northwest corner was a thin film of brick and shell fragments (C47) which may
have been construction debris.
A small patch of brick paving (C15) was present in the southern back room. It measured 750mm by 50mm.
The bricks were staggered but the orientation was slightly off the north south alignment of the building by
about 3 degrees to the northeast. It was at the same level as the early paving (C19) in the front room.
There were also two square post holes. One was set against the west wall footing about 1.2m north of the
southwest corner and the other one was located about 13.5m north of the southwest corner and about 1m
to the west of the west wall footing. The cuts (C38 and C40) were visible in the natural subsoil. Both were
approximately 300mm by 300mm. The fills (C37 and C39) consisted of brown and buff mottled sand and
clayey sand.
To the north of the building was a laneway which separated the building on this lot with the building on
Lot 140. The laneway was around 2.5m wide and was entirely located within Lot 138.
Refer to Plates 3.18 to 3.25 for photographs of the structural footings exposed in Lot 138.
Table 3.2 Lot 138 Contexts
#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

13

138

Structure

Sandstone footing, up to two
courses, bonded with shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1850s

14

138

Structure

Two brick courses

Wall of building

Construction

1850s

15

138

Structure

Batch of sandstock brick paving

Floor

Construction

1850s

16

138

Structure

Herring bone patterned brick
paving, sandstock bricks stamped
GULLIVER

Repair of floor

Alteration

post 1868

Thin layer of buff to yellow sand

Bedding for
brick paving
(C16)

17

138

Deposit
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#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

18

138

Deposit

Heavy compacted yellow and light
brown clay deposit (C18) with a
few inclusions of specks of brick
and small sandstone fragments

Levelling
fill/packing for
brick floor

Alteration

post 1868

/repair

19

138

Structure

Sandstock bricks laid in staggered
rows north to south in alignment
with the building

Floor

Construction

1850s

35

138

Structure

Wide sandstone footings, coarse
and roughly squared sandstone
blocks which were bonded with
buff to white shell mortar

Chimney
footings

Construction

1850s

36

138

Deposit

Layer of brown sandy clay

Washed in
material

Construction

1850s

37

138

Deposit

Brown and buff mottled sand and
clayey sand.

Posthole fill

Occupation
/alterations

20th
Century

Square cut 300mm by 300mm

Posthole cut

Occupation

1850s

38

138

Cut

/alterations
39
40

138
138

Deposit
Cut

Brown and buff mottled sand and
clayey sand.

Posthole fill

Square cut 300mm by 300mm

Posthole cut

Occupation

Post 1850s

/alterations
Occupation
/alterations

20th
Century

41

138

Cut

Semi-circular depression against
south wall footing, 1.5m radius

Nine
subsidence

Occupation

post 1868

44

138

Deposit

Mixed fill

Machine
clearing

Exposing of
archaeological
layers

2018

46

138

Deposit

Thin layer of reddish-brown sand

Bedding for
brick paving
(C19)

Construction

1850s

47

138

Deposit

Film of brick and shell fragments

Construction
debris

Construction

1850s

48

138

Deposit

Compacted crushed brick

Levelling and
stabilisation fill

Construction

1850s
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Plate 3.16 Lot 138 archaeological remains. Scale 1:100
Plan shows the 1850s building remains with the original brick floor (context 19) in southeast corner
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 3.17 Lot 138 archaeological remains. Scale 1:100
Plan shows the 1850s building remains with the later installed raised herring-bone pattern brick floor
(context 16).
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 3.18 View northwest over the remains in Lot 138
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.19 View southeast over the remains in Lot 138
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.20 View south over footings for the chimneys/fire places in Lot 138
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.21 View west over the southern half of the building in Lot 138
Photograph shows the remains of the original brick paving and the depression caused by subsidence
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.22 View southwest of the original pavers in building in Lot 138
Photograph shows the remains of the original brick paving and the depression caused by subsidence
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.23 View west of the later installed paving in building in Lot 138
Photograph shows the later installed paving and the clay packing over the original brick paving
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.24 View west of the later installed paving in building in Lot 138
The laneway and the remains in Lot 140 are in the background
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.25 View northwest of the later installed paving in building in Lot 138
Photograph shows the later paving with the laneway and the remains of the north wall of the building in
Lot 140
© Umwelt, 2018
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3.3

Hunter Street Frontage

The area along Hunter Street comprised Lots 135 and 136. The potential for remains was first identified
during the archaeologically monitored grubbing when a small section of sandstone flagging was exposed.
Investigations in this area commenced on 6 December 2018 once flooding issues had been resolved.

3.3.1

Lot 136

The archaeological remains in this area consisted of several features related to the Rouse Hotel (refer to
Plate 3.26).
There were two north south running internal wall footings. The eastern footing (C28) was made from
roughly squared sandstone blocks with rubble infill and buff to white shell mortar. Two courses were
recorded in the remaining section of footing which was 5.15m long. At the southern end it tied into the
external south wall footing of the building which was only indicated by a short stub to the west at the same
level as the eastern internal footing and two protruding blocks at a lower level towards the east. The
footing was between 450mm and 600mm wide and up to 500mm deep with the courses varying in depth
from 150mm to 300mm. There was a construction cut (C33) visible on the west side of the wall footing. It
was up to 400mm wide and filled (C32) with a mixture of reddish clay and buff to dark brown sand with
some brick fragments as inclusions. The south wall footing was approximately 11m from the Hunter street
frontage.
The eastern footing (C28) was likely initially an internal wall according to the size of Rouse Hotel indicated
on plans from the 1850s which suggest the Hotel occupied the full length of the Lot at that time (refer to
Plates 2.14 and 2.16). Later plans (1886 Mahlstedt & Gee plan refer to Plate 2.23) and an engraving from
the 1880s (refer to Plate 2.22) appear to show the Rouse Hotel building at a reduced size with a building
labelled Capper Bros Ironmongers now occupying the eastern part of the lot to approximately where the
eastern internal wall was located. This suggests that that the eastern wing of the hotel had been
demolished for the new building, making the eastern internal wall the eastern external wall.
The remains of the other internal north south wall footing (C29), the western internal wall, was located
about 11.5m centre to centre from the eastern internal wall. Only 1.5m of a single remaining course were
intact about 3m from the Hunter Street frontage. It was constructed of roughly squared sandstone blocks
bonded with buff to white shell mortar and it was around 550mm wide. This wall footing was abutted on
the west side by the sandstone paving (C27) which is discussed below. The western internal wall footing
was about 17m from the western boundary of the lot and approximately 9m from the eastern boundary.
The central room was about 11m wide measured centre to centre from the north south running internal
walls. The wings were probably about 6m wide centre to centre giving the building a total length of about
23m. The western wing had the rougher sandstone paving and any evidence of the eastern wing had been
removed for the construction of the above-mentioned Capper Bros building.
In the central room was an area of about 3.5m by 1.5 to 2.5m of smooth flagstone paving (C26), possibly reused as some of the slabs had a rounded edge. It was located almost at the centre of the room along the
front boundary of the site. The slabs were all rectangular, 70mm thick and of various sizes varying from
550mm by 550mm to 300mm by 150mm and smaller infill pieces. They were laid in an irregular pattern
parallel to the orientation of the building. The flagstones were all made from buff to yellow sandstone.
Sandstone paving (C27) was located in the west wing of the building in the northwest corner of the site. It
abutted the western internal wall footing. The area of the paving measured approximately 4m by 2.5m to
3.5m. The paving was made from roughly squared blocks laid in between 150mm and 300mm wide rows.
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The rows were oriented north south. The individual blocks were between 150mm and 500mm long and
between 50mm and 90mm thick.
There was a remnant sandstone block (C34) most likely related to the Capper Bros building, which
measured 950mm by 950mm. It was directly adjacent to the eastern internal wall footing and would have
acted as a pad footing for a column. Possible remains of this building were also encountered during the
preparation for the piling (see also Plate 3.2) along Hunter Street.
There were also various cuts (C31) associated with the “grubbing” process; the removal of the footings of
later buildings. The fill (C30) in the voids caused by this process was mixed demolition material and soil.
The sandstone flagging and paving was approximately 1.2m below the current Street level.
Refer to Plates 3.27 to 3.35 for photographs of the structural footings exposed in Lot 136.
Table 3.3 Lot 136 Contexts
#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

26

136

Structure

Smooth flagstone paving, sizes
vary from 550mm by 550mm to
300mm by 150mm and smaller
infill pieces

Floor

Construction

1840s

27

136

Structure

Sandstone paving made from
roughly squared blocks laid in
between 150mm and 300mm
wide rows, the individual blocks
were between 150mm and
500mm long and between 50mm
and 90mm thick

Floor

Construction

1840s

28

136

Structure

Two courses of footing (C28) made
from roughly squared sandstone
blocks with rubble infill and buff to
white shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1840s

29

136

Structure

One course of roughly squared
sandstone blocks bonded with
buff to white shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1840s

30

136

Deposit

Mixed fill

Grubbing

Demolition

2018

31

136

Cut

Recent cuts

Grubbing

Demolition

2018

32

136

Deposit

Reddish clay and buff to dark
brown sand with some brick
fragments as inclusions

Construction
cut fill

Construction

1840s

33

136

Cut

Irregular cut

Wall
construction
cut

Construction

1840s

34

136

Structure

Sandstone block 950mm by
950mm

Pad footing

Construction

1880s

48

138

Deposit

Compacted crushed brick

Levelling and
stabilisation fill

Construction

1850s
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Plate 3.26 The remains of Rouse Hotel in Lot 136.
Scale 1:100
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 3.27 View northeast towards the Hunter Street frontage
Photograph shows the area with the remains of Rouse Hotel in Lot 136
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.28 View east of the remains of Rouse Hotel
Sandstone paving in the foreground, sandstone flagging and the eastern north south wall in the background
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.29 View southeast of the remains of Rouse Hotel
Sandstone paving in the foreground, sandstone flagging and the eastern north south wall in the background
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.30 View south of the sandstone paving
Remains of the western internal wall footing on the left
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.31 View southwest of the Rouse Hotel sandstone flagging
Sandstone paving in the background right
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.32 View southeast of the Rouse Hotel the sandstone flagging
Eastern internal wall footing in the background
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.33 View south of the Rouse Hotel sandstone flagging remains
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.34 View northwest of the Rouse Hotel eastern internal wall footing
A small section of the south wall is present where the scale is located, the sandstone flagging in the
background and to the left a sandstone block related to the Capper Bros building
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.35 View north showing the remains of Rouse Hotel
© Umwelt, 2018

3.3.2

Lot 135

The only archaeological remains exposed in lot 135 were of the base of a well (C24) (refer to Plate 3.36). It
was constructed of flat sandstock bricks. The bricks were 220mm long, 105mm wide and 60mm high. The
diameter of the well was around 950mm. No mortar was used in its construction. The fill (C22) inside the
structure was made up of grey and brown sand and some brown clay sand with inclusions of yellow to buff
sand, possibly mortar. The fill also included brick rubble, grey and buff render and set and yellow to buff
mortar fragments. A small number of artefacts were recovered from the backfill (refer to Section 4.3). The
bottom of the well was nine courses (about 600mm) below the highest remaining course, which was only
about 1.2m below the current level of Hunter Street. There was no constructed base at the bottom of the
well; the base course of bricks sitting directly on clean natural sand.
The well was cut (C25) into the natural sand (C21) which was buff with some brown mottling. The cut was
only marginally wider than the well, up to 100mm from the outside of the bricks. The fill (C23) between the
cut and the bricks consisted of mainly brown sand with some specks of charcoal.
Refer to Plates 3.37 to 3.41 for photographs of the well exposed in Lot 135.
Table 3.4 Lot 135 Contexts
#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

22

135

Deposit

Fill of grey and brown sand and
some brown clayey sand with
inclusions of yellow to buff sand,
brick rubble, grey and buff render
and set and yellow to buff mortar
fragments

Backfill of well

Demolition

1870s
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#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

23

135

Deposit

Brown sand with some specks of
charcoal

Fill of
construction
cut

Construction

1850s

24

135

Structure

Dry-set round sandstone brick
wall, 950mm internal diameter

Well

Construction

1850s

25

135

Cut

Irregular round cut

Cut for well

Construction

1850s

Plate 3.36 Plan of the well (C24)
© Umwelt, 2020
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Plate 3.37 View west of the well
Photograph shows the remains of Rouse Hotel in the background
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.38 View south showing the well with the introduced back fill
Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.39 View north of the well
Photograph taken after removal of the top layers of the introduced back fill. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

Plate 3.40 View south of the well
Photograph taken after removal of the back fill onto the natural subsoil, note there was no constructed
base. Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018
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Plate 3.41 View southwest showing internal view of the brick wall of the well
Scale = 500mm
© Umwelt, 2018

3.4

Stratigraphy

The earliest features on the site were along the Hunter Street frontage in 136. This lot contained remains of
the Rouse Hotel which was first indicated on a plan from 1844 (refer to Plate 2.10). William Rouse
purchased lot 136 from John McClymont in 1845. Lot 136 was first granted to John McClymont in 1841. The
remains of the hotel were very shallow and were all attributed to the construction period. There were no
occupation or demolition deposits and the surrounding material consisted of natural subsoil.
The only feature on Lot 135 was a brick well likely associated with a building shown on plans from the
1850s (refer to Plate 2.14). The only context not related to the construction of the well was the backfill
which likely happened in the 1870s when the Capper Bros building was likely constructed.
The remains uncovered along Wolfe Street date from the 1850s and the 1880s. The building on Lot 138 first
appears on a plan from 1853 (refer to Plate 2.14). There were features exposed from the initial
construction in the 1850s and from later alterations in form of a raised floor which was installed due to
partial subsidence at the south end of the building caused by mining of the borehole seam (refer to
Section 5.9). The bricks of the raised floor were manufactured by John Gulliver who was active between
1868 and 1895 (Gemmell 1986). The repair could therefore not have taken place before 1868. There were
also two postholes which were most likely installed during occupation and disturbed during later
demolition in the early 20th century.
The remains of the building on Lot 140 included parts of the footings for the main building and an
outhouse. The structure first appeared on the Mahlstedt & Gee plan from the 1886 (refer to Plate 2.23).
There were features from the construction period, a possible alteration in form of a cement floor to the
outhouse and disturbed topsoil that could date to the occupation period of the building.
Refer to Table 3.5 for a full context list and Plate 3.42 for the harris matrix.
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Table 3.5 Context List
#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

1

140

Structure

Sandstone footings, some blocks
roughly squared bonded with shell
mortar, some whole width (550mm)
rectangular blocks

Wall footings

Construction

1880s

2

140

Cut

Irregular cut

Construction cut
for wall footing

Construction

1880s

3

140

Deposit

Compacted crushed brick

Levelling and
stabilisation fill

Construction

1880s

4

140

Deposit

Topsoil with some specks of
charcoal and crushed brick

Fill of
construction cut

Construction

1880s

5

140

Deposit

Film of buff mortar

Construction
debris

Construction

1880s

6

140

Cut

Shallow cut 400mm wide, 150mm
deep

Possible service
trench

Later
occupation

20th
Century

7

140

Deposit

Fill of topsoil and crushed brick

Fill of service
trench (C6)

Construction

20th
Century

8

140

Structure

Brick base, all flat sandstone bricks,
laid on their flat sides and bonded
with buff to white shell mortar

Outhouse floor
base

Construction

1880s

9

140

Structure

One course of sandstock bricks two
bricks wide

Base for
outhouse walls

Construction

1880s

10

140

Structure

Brick paving, sandstock bricks laid
flat, bonded with shell mortar

Outhouse floor
base

Construction

1880s

11

140

Structure

Timber beam

Unknown

Construction

1880s

12

140

Deposit

Brown clayey sand with brick
fragments and other inclusions

Backyard topsoil

Occupation

from
1880s

13

138

Structure

Sandstone footing, up to two
courses, bonded with shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1850s

14

138

Structure

Two brick courses

Wall of building

Construction

1850s

15

138

Structure

Batch of sandstock brick paving

Floor

Construction

1850s

16

138

Structure

Herring bone patterned brick
paving, sandstock bricks stamped
GULLIVER

Repair of floor

Alteration

post
1868

Thin layer of buff to yellow sand

Bedding for
brick paving
(C16)

Alteration

Heavy compacted yellow and light
brown clay deposit (C18) with a few
inclusions of specks of brick and
small sandstone fragments

Levelling
fill/packing for
brick floor

Alteration
/repair

post
1868

Sandstock bricks laid in staggered
rows north to south in alignment
with the building

Floor

Construction

1850s

17

18

19

138

138

138

Deposit

Deposit

Structure
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#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

20

All

Deposit

Brown clayey sand

Remnant topsoil

Natural

Preinvasion

21

All

Deposit

Buff sand occasionally with some
brown mottling

Remnant subsoil

Natural

Preinvasion

22

135

Deposit

Fill of grey and brown sand and
some brown clayey sand with
inclusions of yellow to buff sand,
brick rubble, grey and buff render
and set and yellow to buff mortar
fragments

Backfill of well

Demolition

1870s

23

135

Deposit

Brown sand with some specks of
charcoal

Fill of
construction cut

Construction

1850s

24

135

Structure

Dry-set round sandstock brick wall,
950mm internal diameter

Well

Construction

1850s

25

135

Cut

Irregular round cut

Cut for well

Construction

1850s

26

136

Structure

Smooth flagstone paving, sizes vary
from 550mm by 550mm to 300mm
by 150mm and smaller infill pieces

Floor

Construction

1840s

27

136

Structure

Sandstone paving made from
roughly squared blocks laid in
between 150mm and 300mm wide
rows, the individual blocks were
between 150mm and 500mm long
and between 50mm and 90mm
thick

Floor

Construction

1840s

28

136

Structure

Two courses of footing (C28) made
from roughly squared sandstone
blocks with rubble infill and buff to
white shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1840s

29

136

Structure

One course of roughly squared
sandstone blocks bonded with buff
to white shell mortar

Wall footings

Construction

1840s

30

136

Deposit

Mixed fill

Grubbing

Demolition

2018

31

136

Cut

Recent cuts

Grubbing

Demolition

2018

32

136

Deposit

Reddish clay and buff to dark brown
sand with some brick fragments as
inclusions

Construction cut
fill

Construction

1840s

33

136

Cut

Irregular cut

Wall
construction cut

Construction

1840s

34

136

Structure

Sandstone block 950mm by 950mm

Pad footing

Construction

1880s

35

138

Structure

Wide sandstone footings, coarse
and roughly squared sandstone
blocks which were bonded with buff
to white shell mortar

Chimney
footings

Construction

1850s

36

138

Deposit

Layer of brown sandy clay

Washed in
material

Construction

1850s
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#

Lot

Category

Description

Interpretation

Period

Date

37

138

Deposit

Brown and buff mottled sand and
clayey sand.

Posthole fill

Occupation
/alterations

20th
Century

Square cut 300mm by 300mm

Posthole cut

Occupation

1850s

38

138

Cut

/alterations
39
40

138
138

Deposit
Cut

Brown and buff mottled sand and
clayey sand.

Posthole fill

Square cut 300mm by 300mm

Posthole cut

Occupation
/alterations
Occupation
/alterations

Post
1850s
20th
Century

41

138

Cut

Semi-circular depression against
south wall footing, 1.5m radius

Nine subsidence

Occupation

post
1868

42

140

Structure

Sandstone packing, blocks of various
shapes and sizes bonded with loose
buff to white shell mortar

Base, purpose
not known

Construction

1880s

43

All

Deposit

Mixed fill

General
overburden

Demolition

2018

44

138

Deposit

Mixed fill

Machine
clearing

Exposing of
archaeologica
l layers

2018

45

140

Structure

Cement cover over the brick paving,
up to 20mm thick.

Outhouse floor
base

Alteration
/repair

post
1880s

46

138

Deposit

Thin layer of reddish-brown sand

Bedding for
brick paving
(C19)

Construction

1850s

47

138

Deposit

Film of brick and shell fragments

Construction
debris

Construction

1850s

48

138

Deposit

Compacted crushed brick

Levelling and
stabilisation fill

Construction

1850s
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Plate 3.42 Harris Matrix
© Umwelt, 2020
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4.0 Artefacts
4.1

Introduction

Limited numbers of artefacts were recovered during the archaeological investigation. Archaeological
remains (comprising the former building footings) were exposed directly beneath mixed fill deposits
relating to later construction and demolition with no discernible occupation type deposits and few
stratigraphically secure deposits. Demolition of the former structures, and later impacts from the
construction of the extensive twentieth century development, appears to have been very comprehensive
leaving little in the way of an archaeological resource with the exception of the base footings of a number
of 1840s to 1880s constructed buildings and a well likely constructed in the 1850s.
During the monitored machine removal of mixed fill following demolition a typical sample of bottles were
recovered from unstratified ‘general overburden’ (context 43) across the site. In addition, a small number
of artefacts were recovered from clear stratigraphic contexts associated with the buildings formerly present
within original Lots 135 and 138.
The contexts artefacts were recovered from and the artefacts themselves are summarised in Table 4.1 and
discussed further in the following sections. Photographs of the artefacts recovered from each context are
included below. A number of bricks were collected as a sample; these are also included in this section.
Table 4.1 Artefacts
Lot

Context

Context description

Artefacts

Quantity

All

43

Mixed fill / general overburden removed by machine

Glass bottles

2

Stoneware bottles

5

Stoneware inkwell

2

Ceramic

2

Glass

1

Button

1

135

138

22

Backfill of well

24

Well structure (1850s)

Sandstock brick

1

16

Brick paving (post 1868)

‘Gulliver’ brick

2

17

Sand bedding for paving C16 (post 1868)

Ceramic

3

Glass

1

Ceramic

5

Glass

1

Shell (Oyster)

1

18

Clay packing / levelling fill between brick paving C19 and
C16 (post 1868)

19

Brick paving (1850s)

Sandstock brick

2

35

Sandstone chimney footings (post 1850s)

Ceramic

3

Glass

1

1826 penny

1

Ceramic

8

Stoneware bottle

3

Glass

1

44

Machine removed mixed fill above 1850s footings

Total
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4.2

General Fill

4.2.1

Context 43

Context 43 was assigned to the mixed fill / demolition material / general overburden removed by machine
following the final stages of demolition.
Table 4.2 Context 43 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Left to right
Salt glazed ginger beer bottle.
Wide mouth Blackening bottle.
Wide mouth Blackening bottle.
Ginger Beer Bottle – stamped N
Welham Pottery Newcastle.
Wide mouth Blackening bottle.

Cylindrical brown stoneware
inkwells. Salt glaze with no
stamps.
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Description

Photograph

Medicine / pharmaceutical
ovoid bottle with no
identifiable embossing.
Aqua soda bottle embossed
with G E Redman, Newcastle
and with trademark N on logo.

4.3

Allotment 135

The archaeological remains exposed in Allotment 135 fronting Hunter Street comprised the base of a well
likely associated with an 1850’s constructed dwelling.

4.3.1

Context 22

Context 22 comprised the backfill of an 1850s constructed well. The backfill likely dating to the demolition
of the 1850s structure in the 1870s.
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Table 4.3 Context 22 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Transfer printed plate
fragment with geometric
banded pattern. Form of
plate suggests second half of
nineteenth century. (Brooks
2005)
White glazed bone china cup
base fragment.
Dark olive green glass bottle
fragment – likely from
gin/schnapps bottle.

Vest / coat / jacket bone twopiece convex (dome) button.
The separate wire loop shank
to create a button loop has
broken off.
Front view.
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Description

Photograph

Vest / coat / jacket bone twopiece convex (dome) button.
The separate wire loop shank
to create a button loop has
broken off.
Rear view.
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Description

Photograph

Vest / coat / jacket bone twopiece convex (dome) button.
The separate wire loop shank
to create a button loop has
broken off.
Side view.

4.3.2

Context 24

Context 24 comprises the dry-set round sandstock brick structure of the 1850s constructed well.
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Table 4.4 Context 24 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Sandstock brick
220 x 105 x 60 millimetres

4.4

Allotment 138

The archaeological remains exposed in Allotment 138 comprised the base footings of an 1850s constructed
three roomed dwelling fronting Wolfe Street.

4.4.1

Context 16

Context 16 comprised Gulliver brick paving; the repair of a floor following collapse of the earlier brick paved
floor as a result of mine subsidence.
Table 4.5 Context 16 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Gulliver stamped brick
235 x 115 x 70 millimetres
with shallow rectangular (160
x 35) frog with stamp.
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4.4.2

Context 17

Context 17 comprises the sand bedding layer for brick paving context 16.
Table 4.6 Context 17 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Dark olive green bottle
fragment. Cylindrical body
fragment likely from straight
sided wine bottle.
‘Rhine’ pattern whiteware
plate/platter fragments (x3).

4.4.3

Context 18

Context 18 comprises the compact clay levelling fill / packing for construction of brick floor context 16
following mine subsidence.
Table 4.7 Context 18 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Left to right:
Dark olive green bottle
fragment. Cylindrical body
fragment likely from straight
sided wine bottle.
Oyster shell.
Blue willow transferware
plate fragment.
Transfer-printed flow blue
whiteware fragment.
Transfer printed whiteware
fragments with unidentified
pattern (x 2).
Undecorated whiteware
fragment.
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4.4.4

Context 19

Context 19 comprises the original sandstock brick floor of the 1850s constructed three roomed dwelling.
Table 4.8 Context 19 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Sandstock brick
220 x 100 x 65 millimetres

4.4.5

Context 35

Context 35 comprises material associated with the construction of the sandstone chimney footings of the
1850s constructed three roomed dwelling.
Table 4.9 Context 35 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Whiteware bowl
Fibre-pattern transfer print
fragments (x2)
Very dark green bottle base
fragment with rounded heel
and open pontil scar. Square
bitters bottle.
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Description

Photograph

Corroded front (obverse) face
of 1826 penny.
Head of King George IV facing
left barely legible with date of
1826 legible below.
Inscription ‘GEORGIUS DEI
GRATIA’ illegible.
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Description

Photograph

Back (reverse) face of 1926
penny.
Figure of Britannia seated
facing right is clear.
Inscription ‘BRITANNIAR: REX
FID: DEF:’ barely legible.

4.4.6

Context 44

Context 44 comprises the base of the mixed fill deposit above the archaeological remains of 1850s dwelling.
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Table 4.10 Context 44 Artefact Photographs
Description

Photograph

Left to right:
Bristol glaze stoneware bottle
base.
Ginger beer bottle. G E
Redman stamp impressed at
base of body.
Salt glazed Blackening bottle
Aqua soda bottle base
embossed with ‘G E Redman
Newcastle’

Blue willow transferware
platter fragments

4.5

Manufacturers

A number of local Newcastle manufacturers can be identified from the artefacts. These are further
discussed below.

4.5.1

Natham Welham

There were seven brick and pottery works in Newcastle in 1861 and 15 by the 1870s. Natham Welham was
one of the early manufacturers – operating between the 1850s and 1860s. Welham was mainly known for
producing chimney pots, glazed pipes, tiles and bricks (Gemmell 1986).
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4.5.2

John Gulliver

John Gulliver commenced manufacturing bricks in Darby Street in 1868 and continued to manufacture
these bricks until 1895, when the depression forced him to close his doors. The bricks were manufactured
within a 27 year period and can be found throughout the greater Newcastle area (Gemmell, 1986).

4.5.3

George Edward Redman

George Edward Redman founded Redman’s Cordials in Newcastle in 1865 and operated out of two
different premises before moving to the edge of the harbour at Wickham (the western end of Honeysuckle)
and establishing a factory there (refer to Plates 4.1 and 4.2). By 1875 he was being described as a ‘Wickham
cordial manufacturer’. In 1888 Redman employed ‘twenty- two men and twelve horses’ at the Wickham
factory with the works being described as being ‘replete with modern machinery driven by steam’ (AMAC
2019). In 1912 Redman’s main factory is described as being in Hannell Street, Wickham however by the
1920s is likely to have ceased operation and been demolished.

Redman’s Cordial Factory

Plate 4.1 Detail of 1890s Hunter District Water Board Plan
© Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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Plate 4.2 Redman’s Cordial Manufactory
© Hunter Photobank 001001334

4.6

Artefact Catalogue

The artefact catalogue is provided as Appendix 3.

4.7

Artefact Repository

IRIS Land Pty Ltd (IRIS) is the nominated repository for the artefacts; which will be retained in suitable
storage within the project area, following completion of construction.
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5.0 Response to Research Design
The archaeological monitoring program conducted within the Newcastle East End Project Stage 1 project
area (the city block bound by Hunter, Perkins, Wolfe and King Streets) was carried out in accordance with
the approved archaeological research design and methodology outlined in the 2017 Historical
Archaeological Assessment report (Umwelt 2017).
A number of general questions in relation to the nature and extent of the archaeological resource were
posed in the 2017 research design to provide a basic archaeological context for the archaeological
investigation:
•

What physical evidence of former activities survives on the site?

•

What is the extent of the surviving archaeological evidence?

•

What is the nature of extant archaeological features?

•

What is the date of the identified elements?

•

What can the material culture contribute to our knowledge about this site or other sites?

•

Is there evidence of any undocumented development and use of the project area?

In addition, specific questions to address the research potential of the project area were formulated.
The specific questions are addressed below with consideration of the general questions. The relevant 2017
research design questions addressed are included in italics.
In addition, this section discusses evidence related to a number of additional potential research questions
relevant to historical themes associated with Newcastle; for example that of the former mining industry.

5.1

Convict Settlement/Pre-Town Plan

The wider Newcastle area is likely to have been known by the early European settlers from the early 1790s.
However, it was not until Lieutenant Shortland’s observations of coal there and Lieut. James Grant’s
subsequent exploration of the area and its natural resources in the late 1790s that miners and timber
merchants began to visit the area. Governor King’s first attempted penal settlement in 1801 failed and it
was not until 1804 that the area was successfully settled as a penal settlement. Little is known of the
specific usage of the project area at this time as it was located outside the penal settlement area adjacent
to a flood prone foreshore unsuitable for simply constructed timber huts.
Is there evidence of pre or post-contact Aboriginal land use across the study area?
Aboriginal community collection and archaeological excavations were undertaken in accordance with
approved AHIP C0003431 between 10 December 2018 and 18 February 2019:
•

Community collection was undertaken in the form of surface collection and bulk sieving of two soil
stockpiles.

•

A total of 48 surface square metres of the AHIP area was subject to test excavation.
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•

Additional artefacts were recovered where test pits required minor expansion to allow for the
installation of shoring boxes and where mechanical excavation was undertaken to attempt to extend
the depth of excavation

•

Additional salvage excavations were conducted at test pits with highest artefact counts. An additional
33 square metres (surface measurement) were excavated within these expansion areas.

A total of approximately 81 surface square metres was excavated, resulting in the recovery of 16,618 stone
artefacts. Soil profiles within some portions of the AHIP area exhibited complex stratigraphy reflecting an
interaction between aeolian, colluvial and alluvial deposition whilst other portions of the AHIP area were
much less complex.
The results of the Aboriginal community collection and archaeological excavations will be documented in
the East End Stage 1 Aboriginal Archaeological Salvage Report. The Aboriginal archaeological salvage report
will also document the post-contact link to the archaeological remains of the Rouse Hotel (refer to
Section 6.1).
Was the landscape of the Project area modified during this early stage of Newcastle’s development?
No archaeological evidence was exposed of the historical use of the area during the period of the convict
settlement prior to the town plan being established in 1823.
Is there evidence for timber felling/land clearing being undertaken during this time?
No archaeological evidence was exposed of timber felling or land clearing.
Is there any evidence of the use of this area at the time of early settlement and if so what does it consist of?
Was the area utilised for any early agricultural / gardening activities by the inhabitants of the main convict
settlement?
As discussed, no evidence was exposed of the historical use of the area during the period of the convict
settlement prior to the town plan being established in 1823.

5.2

Establishment of Town Plan (1823)

Is there any evidence surviving in the archaeological resource of the original town plan established by
Dangar?
In 1823 assistant surveyor Henry Dangar laid out the Newcastle town plan, the core of which makes up the
current Newcastle central business district and includes the project area. Dangar imposed a regular grid
plan on the disorganised convict settlement of 1804 to 1822 and the natural topography of the headland.
He made provision for a town of 190 allotments with a church and market reserve at its centre. Following
the establishment of Dangar’s town plan all 190 allotments in the new town were numbered in a single
running sequence with allotments 135 to 146 making up the project area.
The extant (and recently demolished) built elements on the site reveal little evidence of the original town
allotment boundaries and while there was no physical archaeological evidence of the original town plan,
the locations of the former buildings revealed during the archaeological works do reflect the spatial
boundaries of Dangars’ allotments. The structural remains associated with each individual building were
clearly located within the original Lot boundaries;
•

Lot 136 fronting Hunter Street – 1840s constructed Rouse hotel
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•

Lot 135 corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets – base of a well associated with an 1850s structure

•

Lot 138 fronting Wolfe Street - 1850s structure and laneway

•

Lot 140 fronting Wolfe Street - 1880s structure

These archaeological remains are all discussed as relevant below.

5.3

Early Urban Development following Subdivision (approximately
1823 to 1850s)

Is there any surviving evidence of the Rouse Hotel within the archaeological resource?
Following subdivision the only development within the area was the 1840s constructed ‘out of town’ Rouse
Hotel on Lot 136.
Sandstone wall footings, internal sandstone flagging, and internal sandstone paving was exposed of the
1840s constructed Rouse Hotel. The remains were exposed approximately 1.2 metres below the current
level of Hunter Street. The exposed remains and available documentary evidence suggests that when
constructed the Hotel occupied the full length of the lot fronting Hunter Street. It appears to have
comprised a large central room (approximately 11 metres wide) with smaller rooms (or wings measuring
approximately 6 metres wide) on the east and west side of the central room. In approximately the 1870s
the east wing appears have been demolished for the construction of the Capper Bros building; substantially
reducing the size of the Hotel.
Do any underfloor deposits, occupation deposits or deeper subsurface features (including a cellar)
associated with the early structure survive?
Other than the base structural remains of the wall footings and sandstone surfaces of the Hotel no other
archaeological evidence was exposed. The sandstone flagging and pavers were laid directly onto the natural
sand and no artefactual material was found on the pavers or in the interface between the pavers and the
above fill.
The adjacent well was located within the neighbouring lot 135 and likely relates to the 1850s constructed
building that occupied that lot (refer to Section 5.4).
Do these deposits/features contain artefacts related to this early development of the area and if so what do
they reveal about the inhabitants of the area?
No artefactual evidence was exposed associated with the Rouse Hotel
Buildings constructed along Hunter Street (not within Project area) are reported as having been built on
stilts or pillars to avoid flooding. Is there evidence of these early attempts of utilising the flood prone land
within the Project area?
No evidence of adapting to the flood prone area was exposed. However, the shallow depth of the well
located on Lot 135, located along the Hunter Street frontage (approximately 5.50 metres to south of
current alignment of Hunter Street) confirms the high water level in the area and the likely flood prone
nature of Hunter Street; particularly when the Rouse Hotel floor levels were approximately 1.2 metres
lower than Hunter Street ground level today.
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Hunter Street is reported to have been lower than it is today and several attempts were apparently made to
realign/re-level the street, as a result of which, some of the early shops were in-filled to bring them up to
new street levels. Is there any evidence for the alteration of the levels of Hunter Street and the methods
utilised by occupants to manage this?
As discussed, the Rouse Hotel sandstone flagging and paving were exposed approximately 1.2 metres
below the current level of Hunter Street indicating that the area, and Hunter Street, have been built up
since the mid nineteenth century. However, other than the fact that the floor level of the Rouse Hotel was
approximately 1.2 metres lower than Hunter Street ground level today no physical evidence of the
alteration of levels was exposed.
The use of sandstone paved floors, rather than timber boards or compact dirt, may have been in response
to the low lying flood prone nature of this area of Newcastle at the time.

5.4

Post 1850s Development and Expansion (approximately late
1850s to 1890s)

The development of the project area increased dramatically in the later parts of the nineteenth century
which included the commercial development along Hunter and parts of Perkins and Wolfe Streets and likely
more residential and light industrial use of the rear and central portions of the project area. The pattern of
development in Newcastle is reflected with Hunter Street generally developing as the main commercial
area. Residential development along street frontages away from the main commercial strip of Newcastle
with light industrial uses occurring behind the residential areas appears to have been typical of this period
of development.
Is there any surviving evidence for these structures within the archaeological resource?
As discussed, original allotments 135, 138 and 140 had archaeological remains associated with the post
1850s development and expansion of the area:
•

Lot 135 on the corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets – base of a well associated with an 1850s structure

•

Lot 138 fronting Wolfe Street - 1850s structure and laneway

•

Lot 140 fronting Wolfe Street - 1880s structure

Is the differing usage of the structures reflected in methods of construction and does this reflect the details
on the 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee colour plan of Newcastle?
The 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee colour plan of Newcastle indicates the number of storeys and construction
material (the pink being brick or stone, yellow timber and green ‘iron faced’), plus frontage measurement
(refer to Plate 5.1). The 1886 plan shows that the buildings formerly located within lots 136, 138 and 140
were constructed of brick and stone. The exposed archaeological remains show:
•

The 1840s Rouse Hotel footings within lots 136 were constructed of sandstone with no evidence of
what the superstructure was constructed of.

•

The 1850s constructed footings within Lot 138 were constructed of sandstone. There was evidence of
two sandstock brick courses above the sandstone footing in the section. Internal brick pavers were also
exposed. It is likely the building itself was constructed of brick on the sandstone footings.
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•

The 1880s constructed footings within Lot 140 were constructed of sandstone. It is likely the building
itself was constructed of brick on the sandstone footings

Not enough evidence was exposed to suggest that different building usages is reflected in the construction.

Rouse Hotel in Lot 136

1850s structure in Lot 138

1880s structure in Lot 140

Plate 5.1 Detail of 1886 Mahlstedt & Gee colour plan of Newcastle
Detail shows the project area.
© State Library of New South Wales
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Do any underfloor deposits, occupation deposits or deeper subsurface features associated with the
structures survive?
The base of a well associated with an 1850s structure constructed on original Lot 135 on the corner of
Hunter and Wolfe Streets was the only surviving deeper subsurface feature. Lot 135 was granted to John
Leabon Deane on 19 March 1844 and owned by him or his family until 1925 (refer to Table 2.2). Plans from
the 1840s and 1850 indicate the lot was likely leased to John Bingle (or John ‘Beane’).
John Bingle (1796-1882) was a well-known sailor, merchant and landholder. Bingle & Co. established the
first regular trading service between Sydney and Newcastle in 1822. Bingle settled at his property named
Puen Buen at Dart Brook, in the Upper Hunter district before opening a business as an agent in Newcastle
in the 1850s (Gray 1966). The 1997 NAMP lists the allotment individually as the ‘Bingle Allotment’ (refer to
Section 1.2.2).
No underfloor or occupation type deposits were present associated with the post 1850s structures. The
1850s structure on lot 138 appears to have had a brick paved floor rather than timber. The paved floor may
have been in response to the low lying flood prone nature of this area of Newcastle at the time. The pavers
were found to be ‘clean’ of any artefacts with demolition of the structure appearing to have been
undertaken to below any surface (brick or otherwise) with the exception of the ‘repaired’ front room
paving and the small surviving area of paving in one of the rear rooms.
Do these deposits/features contain artefacts related to this period of development and if so what do they
reveal about the inhabitants of the area?
As discussed, limited numbers of artefacts were recovered during the archaeological investigation.
Archaeological remains comprising the base footings of buildings and portions of sandstone and brick
paved floors were exposed. As a result, sufficient artefactual evidence was not recovered to address a
number of the artefact related research questions. The only deeper subsurface feature with artefacts
comprised the Lot 135 well. These are discussed below. Further discussion of artefacts is provided in
Section 5.7.
Context 22 comprised the backfill of the 1850s constructed well located within lot 135. Only the base nine
courses of the brick well structure (context 24) remained; sitting directly on natural sand; indicating the
likely high ground water in the area and the extent of demolition and removal that occurred across the site
in the second half of the nineteenth century. The backfill likely dating to the demolition of 1850s structure;
which likely occurred in the 1870s. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, a small number of artefacts were
recovered from the backfill of the well which would be considered typical domestic related finds from this
period. A bone two-piece convex (dome) button was recovered. The separate wire loop shank to create a
button loop has broken off. These buttons were not stitched onto the garment; the buttons were ‘attached
by a split pin, facilitating removal for c leaning’ (Lindburgh 1999). Although typically a military type uniform
button, there is no evidence to suggest the button was from a soldier’s uniform (Lindburgh 1999). Its
presence in the well suggests accidental loss. Other artefacts include white bone china cup commonly
found included in tea sets and a transfer printed plate fragment.
To what extent did the post 1850s development impact on any earlier archaeological resource?
The 1850s development was the earliest development exposed within Lots 135 and 138. No evidence of
any potential earlier archaeological resource was apparent; with the exception of the layer of crushed brick
(context 48) likely used as levelling and stabilisation fill in Lot 138 prior to the construction of the 1850s
building.
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Is there evidence of modification in terms of cut and fill events to enable development of the steep sloping
nature of the project area at this time?
Evidence was exposed of a layer of crushed brick (approximately 100 millimetres thick) in Lot 138 (context
48) and Lot 140 (context 3) deposited prior to the 1850s building (Lot 138) and 1880s building (Lot 140)
being constructed. This layer was likely placed over the area of proposed construction as levelling and
stabilisation fill prior to construction on the naturally occurring unconsolidated sand. The fill may also have
functioned to counter waterlogged conditions.

5.5

Twentieth Century Development

Larger scale commercial development associated with Scott’s and later the David Jones use of the Project
area replaced a number of the nineteenth century residential structures.
To what extent did the twentieth century development impact on the earlier archaeological resource of the
area?
The construction and demolition of the twentieth century-built retail buildings and warehouses had a major
impact on the remains of earlier structures; particularly across the central and rear portions of the site
where no archaeological remains were exposed. Archaeological resources were only evident along the
Hunter and Wolfe Street frontages.
However, although the site has undergone several phases of major development with the construction of
substantial foundations of twentieth century structures (including construction of and major modifications
to 1906, 1920 and 1937 constructed David Jones buildings) areas of intact archaeological remains were
present outside/adjacent to the areas cut through by twentieth century foundations.

5.6

Deeper Subsurface Features

Historical records and evidence from other archaeological sites suggest the potential for a number of
deeper subsurface features across the site which may include cesspits/privies, rubbish pits or
wells/cisterns.
Does the site contain intact evidence of the cesspits/privies (or wells/cisterns) indicated in late nineteenth
century plans of the site?
The only deeper sub-surface feature exposed comprised the base of the well in Lot 135 (discussed in
Section 5.4). However, this well was not shown on the late nineteenth century plans as it pre-dated the
plans and had been constructed over likely by the 1870s.
The brick floor base and one course of remnant brick wall of an ‘outhouse’ associated with the 1880s
structure built on Lot 140 was exposed. However, there was no evidence of an earlier cesspit under the
structure nor was there any indication of plumbing.
To what degree have these features been disturbed by subsequent development of the site?
The depth of later disturbance across the central and rear portions of the site (particularly as a result of the
David Jones carpark) appears to have entirely removed any archaeological resource that may have been
present across the majority of the area; with the exception of the Hunter and Wolfe Street frontages.
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Do these features contain accumulated deposits associated with the nineteenth century occupation of the
site? If so, what does this material reveal about the history of the site?
As discussed in Section 5.4, no artefactual deposits were exposed associated with deeper subsurface
features; with the exception of the 1850s well in Lot 135.
What impact did the installation of water and sewerage services in the late 1880s have on these features?
There was no evidence of an earlier cesspit under the 1880s outhouse structure in Lot 140 nor was there
any indication of plumbing.
Is there evidence for any early drains within the Project area indicating attempts at management of water
across the steeply sloping site?
No evidence of early drains was exposed.

5.7

Lives of Inhabitants

If intact deposits are found within the cesspits/privies, well/cistern, rubbish pits or within occupation
deposits the contents of these deposits can reveal useful information about the ‘lifeways’ of the
inhabitants. Analysis of artefacts recovered can, for example, provide direct evidence of the socioeconomic status of the nineteenth century Newcastle CBD community.
However, as discussed, limited numbers of artefacts were recovered during the archaeological
investigation. Archaeological remains comprising the base footings of buildings and portions of sandstone
and brick paved floors were exposed. As a result, insufficient artefactual evidence was recovered to address
a number of the artefact related research questions. General discussion regarding the absence of artefacts
and the recovered artefacts is included below.
Although the artefact assemblage presented in Section 4.0 is only very small, the relative variety of ceramic
decorative wares illustrates the choice available in the market place in the second half of the nineteenth
century. The patterns present within the assemblage are those commonly found within mid nineteenth
century onwards dated archaeological deposits. Popular patterns were manufactured by numerous
potteries which ensured their
availability within the marketplace at extremely affordable and competitive prices as well as their
availability over a long period of time which made replacements of broken items easily attainable
(Ward 2006).
The presence of evidence of local manufacturers (as discussed in Section 4.5) including glass and ceramic
bottles and bricks indicates the growing nature (and strength) of local industry in Newcastle from the
1850s.
The small assemblage reflects a typical domestic assemblage; with the majority of items related to food and
beverage consumption. A single oyster shell (identified in context 18) suggests the consumption of seafood,
however does not provide enough evidence to indicate a reliance; particularly since oyster shell was often
used in building materials such as lime and shell grit.
The assemblage is too small to provide detailed information regarding aspects of taste and style, working
class vs the gentry or gentility aspirations, fashion (with the exception of the bone pin-shanked button) or
differences between domestic, commercial and industrial use.
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Lot 136 Rouse Hotel
Archaeological evidence of the Rouse Hotel in original Lot 136 included two areas of sandstone pavers /
flagstones (contexts 26 and 27) suggesting the floor of the Hotel was paved throughout, rather than having
timber floors or compact dirt floors. The paved surfaces may have been in response to the low-lying flood
prone nature of this area of Newcastle at the time. The pavers were found to be ‘clean’ of any artefacts
with demolition of the Hotel appearing to have been undertaken onto the sandstone surface and below. No
further evidence related to the Rouse Hotel remained to the rear of the exposed footings.
Lot 135 Well
As discussed in Section 4.5, context 22 comprised the backfill of the 1850s constructed well. The artefacts
included a single bone pin-shanked button, a white bone china cup commonly found included in tea sets
and a transfer printed plate fragment.
Lot 138 1850s Dwelling
A small number of artefacts were recovered from clear stratigraphic contexts associated with the 1850s
constructed dwelling fronting Wolfe Street. As discussed in Section 5.4, no underfloor or occupation type
deposits survived associated with the 1850s dwelling.
Context 17 comprises the sand bedding for the Gulliver brick paving context 16; the repair of an earlier
brick paved floor following collapse as a result of mine subsidence. The Gulliver brick suggests a post 1868
date for the construction of the floor. The artefacts comprised three fragments of a ‘Rhine’ pattern
whiteware plate of platter and a small fragment of what was likely a glass wine bottle.
Context 18 comprises the compact clay levelling fill / packing for the construction of Gulliver brick floor
(context 16) following mine subsidence. The borehole seam was first discovered by drilling in 1848 (Turner
1982). Patterns of the ceramic fragments found include blue willow and blue flow.
Context 35 comprises the construction material associated with the construction of the sandstone chimney
footings of the 1850s constructed three roomed dwelling. The artefacts found within this context included
fibre-pattern transfer print and an 1826 penny.
The ceramic pattern designs found all likely date from the 1840s and were widely copied and produced by
many potteries at the time (Ward 2006).
Is the proximity of the harbour evident in any other aspects of the material culture/archaeological resource?
As discussed, the sandstone and brick paved floors in the 1840s Rouse Hotel and the 1850s dwelling
fronting Wolfe Street paved may have been in response to the low lying flood prone nature of this area of
Newcastle at the time. In addition, raising the brick floor of the Wolfe Street building (rather than just
repairing it) may also have functioned to alleviate potential flooding issues.
The foundations of the structures along Wolfe Street were constructed in a layer of crushed brick (C3)
which appeared to have been placed over the area of construction as levelling and stabilisation fill, also
possibly to counter waterlogged conditions.
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5.8

Licensed Hotels

Although one of 57 hotels located in the city centre by the end of the nineteenth century, The Rouse Hotel
is shown on the 1844 Plan of the Town of Newcastle and its Harbour (refer to Plate 2.10) and was
described as being ‘out of town’. As such, it appears to have been an early business venture established on
the outskirts of what was the rapidly developing commercial centre of the new town to capitalise on the
number of itinerant seamen; present in the Newcastle CBD as a result of the ships brought to Newcastle as
part of the foreign coal trade.
Hotels in the town centre generally had associated stables, outbuildings and yards. Some of them are
known to have had light industrial activities taking place in the yards (for the example blacksmith’s shop at
the rear of the 1869 constructed (demolished mid 1900s) Globe Hotel in Thorn Street to the east of the
project area).
Is there any evidence of an earlier hotel building being present (possibly Rouse’s Steam Carriage Inn?);
either on lot 136, the Rouse owned lot 139 (the majority of which is outside the Project area) or elsewhere in
Project area (Rouse also owned lot 146 between 1837 and 1881)?
As discussed in Section 5.3, sandstone wall footings, internal sandstone flagging, and internal sandstone
paving was exposed of the 1840s constructed Rouse Hotel. The remains were exposed approximately
1.2 metres below the current level of Hunter Street. No other archaeological evidence of an earlier hotel
was exposed; noting that the central and rear portions of the site were devoid of an archaeological
resource as a result of the depth of impact associated with the former David Jones carpark.
No artefactual evidence or deeper subsurface features were exposed associated with the Rouse Hotel.

5.9

Borehole Seam Mining Subsidence

The project area is known to be underlain by three coal seams as indicated in Table 5.1. It was not until the
1848 that the borehole seam was discovered, and with it a quality of coal far superior to anything else
being mined in Newcastle (Turner 1982, Hickey 2004). Extensive mining of the borehole seam in particular,
at depths of approximately -80m AHD, was undertaken beneath the project area. Archaeological evidence
of the borehole seam mining was exposed in the form of the area of ground collapse / subsidence (refer to
Plate 5.2). The grouting works undertaken on site identified the depth of the mine void beneath this area;
confirming the void to be from the borehole seam.
Table 5.1 Coal Seams
Name

Typical Elevation

Dudley Seam

RL -5 to -15 AHD

Yard Seam

RL -15 to -25 AHD

Borehole seam

RL -70 to -80 AHD

Information from Douglas Partners 2017

An area of Gulliver brick paved floor was exposed within the 1850s structure fronting Wolfe Street in Lot
138 (refer to Plate 5.3). The Gulliver brick paved floor was laid on a compact clay fill deposit beneath which
there was an earlier plain sandstock brick paved floor. The earlier paved floor was laid on a thin layer of
reddish-brown bedding sand which was sitting on a thin layer of remnant topsoil (refer to Section 3.2.2). An
area of the earlier sandstock brick paved floor had subsided and the area of collapse filled with the clay;
which was also laid over the earlier brick paving to a depth of approximately 230mm. The new brick paved
floor was then laid on the clay; raising the floor level of the room. Raising the floor (rather than just
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repairing it) may also have functioned to alleviate potential flooding issues in this flood prone area of
Newcastle. Table 5.2 provides photographs of the brick paving and area of collapse.
As discussed in Section 4.5.2, John Gulliver commenced manufacturing bricks in Darby Street in 1868 and
continued to manufacture these bricks until 1895. The bricks are manufactured within a 27 year period
(Gemmell, 1986). As such, the repair could not have taken place before 1868.

Project area

Plate 5.2 Detail of Borehole Seam Workings Plan
Project area shaded. Blue outline indicates wider Newcastle East End Project area. Red shaded circle
indicates location of subsidence over the junction of mine workings
© Douglas Partners
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Plate 5.3 Detail of 1854 Plan showing Project Area
Blue circle indicates 1850s structure in Lot 138 fronting Wolfe Street
© Newcastle Regional Library – Local Studies Section LHMB 333.3/90
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Table 5.2 Borehole seam mining ground collapse / subsidence
Description

Photograph

View to southwest showing the
earlier sandstock brick paving
(context 19) covered with clay
packing (context 18) and the
later Gulliver brick paving
(context 16).

Later Gulliver brick paving

Scale 500mm.
Photograph DSC3412

Clay packing

Earlier brick paving
View to southwest showing the
earlier sandstock brick paving
(context 19) and the area of
ground collapse / subsidence
following removal of the clay
packing and later Gulliver brick
paving.

Area of ground
collapse / subsidence

Scale 500mm.
Photograph DSC3594
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Description

Photograph

View to west showing the
earlier sandstock brick paving
covered with clay packing and
the later Gulliver brick paving.
Scale 500mm.
Photograph DSC3373

View to west showing the
earlier sandstock brick paving
and the area of ground collapse
/ subsidence following removal
of the clay packing and the
later Gulliver brick paving.
Scale 500mm.
Photograph DSC3592

View to north showing the
mined borehole seam being
grouted beneath the 1850s
structure fronting Wolfe Street
in Lot 138 (rear of photograph);
following completion of
archaeological excavation.

Location of subsidence

1880s structure in Lot 140 in
foreground.
Photograph DSC3707
Mine void grouting
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5.10

Archaeological Management Plan Predictions

The 1997 Newcastle AMP developed a series of research themes for the archaeology of Newcastle, one of
those themes related to archaeological management issues and an assessment of management plan
predictions. The archaeological investigation of large inner-city sites such as Stage 1 of the Newcastle East
End Project allows ground truthing of the predications made in the AMPs (in addition to the project’s
archaeological assessment).
Two 1997 Newcastle AMP indicative archaeological sites are located within the project area (refer to
Table 1.2 and Plate 1.1).
Table 5.3 AMP 1997 indicative archaeological sites
Item No.

Item Name

Significance

Potential

Period

0149 (part
of)

Bingle Allotment

Archaeological

Potential Archaeological
Site (low disturbance)

Convict Settlement
1801-1822
Government town
1823 to 1853

0150

David Jones

-

Potential Archaeological
Site (disturbed)

Convict Settlement
1801-1822
Government town
1823 to 1853

Plate 5.4 Detail of AMP 1997 plan
Detail shows location of indicative archaeological sites. Approximate project area indicated with red
outline.
© Newcastle City Council 2008 / Suters 1997
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The 2013 AMP Review identified the project area as comprising the majority of inventory no 2176227 (refer
to Plate 5.5). The AMP Review identified the potential for below ground archaeological sites related to
1820s-1853 town development and urban development from 1853. The AMP Review noted that ‘all the
archaeological sites on this block are likely to survive’ (refer to Plate 5.5).

Plate 5.5 AMP Review 2013 Archaeological Potential
Pink indicates ‘little disturbance’. Grey indicates ‘partly disturbed’. Approximate project area indicated with
blue outline.
© Higginbotham 2013

While the site did have intact archaeological evidence related to both the 1820s-1853 town development
(the 1840s Rouse Hotel) and urban development from 1853 (the 1850s and 1880s structures) the
archaeological resource was limited to the very base footings of structures along the Hunter and Wolfe
Street frontages only. The nature and extent of impacts resulting from the twentieth century buildings such
as the construction of and major modifications to 1906, 1920 and 1937 David Jones buildings, and in
particular the construction of David Jones car park in 1967, resulted in no archaeological resource being
present across the majority of the site.
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5.11

Newcastle East End Project Learnings

Monitoring the final stages of demolition illustrated the extent and depth of the twentieth century
constructed retail buildings and warehouses and the impact their construction had on the remains of
earlier structures. Although the site has undergone several phases of major development with the
construction of substantial foundations of twentieth century structures (including construction of and
major modifications to 1906, 1920 and 1937 constructed David Jones buildings) which did impact the
archaeological resource of the project area, areas of intact archaeological remains were present outside the
specific areas impacted by twentieth century construction and archaeological evidence was exposed within
the boundaries of several of the original allotments.
While depths of foundations for twentieth century buildings are also likely to have impacted / removed
portions of the archaeological resource present across Stages 2 to 4 of the Newcastle East End Project, the
potential for archaeological remains has been indicated in Stage 1 with the survival of an archaeological
resource in areas not subject to direct impacts resulting from the construction of twentieth century
footings.
In addition, it is noted that archaeological remains within the project area were uncovered approximately
1.2 metres below the current level of Hunter Street and approximately 1.5 metres below the current level
of Wolfe Street. This suggests the northern portions of the blocks fronting Hunter Street have been built
up; providing a level of depth of fill material which may offer some protection from the extensive
nineteenth century development to any earlier archaeological resource.
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6.0 Archaeological Programme Conclusions
6.1

Reassessment of Site’s Significance

The statement of significance prepared as part of the Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East
End Project - Stage 1 (Umwelt 2017) considered the project area to be significant at a local level. The
majority of the archaeological remains expected to be present on site were considered to relate
predominantly to post mid 1840s century development of Newcastle and be of local significance.
Although any remains relating to the original convict or early town would likely to be of State significance,
the assessment considered there was nil to low potential for these remains to be present. The
archaeological investigation confirmed there was no potential convict or early town remains present within
the site.
The archaeological resource of the project area was confirmed as dating from the 1840s with the exposed
remains comprising:
•

the base footings of the approximately 1840s constructed Rouse Hotel fronting Hunter Street in Lot
136.

•

the base of a well in Lot 135; likely associated with an 1850s structure formerly present on Lot 135.

•

the footings of an 1850s constructed building in Lot 138 fronting Wolfe Street

•

the footings of an 1880s constructed building in Lot 140 fronting Wolfe Street.

The development of the port, land reclamation and the construction of the railway contributed to the rise
of retail and commercial enterprises and the creation of the Newcastle CBD of the mid to late nineteenth
century, of which the project area was, and still is, an integral part. The project area is located within an
early part of Newcastle originally at the edge of what was the growing main commercial, residential and
light industrial district. The exposed archaeological remains relate to the urbanisation and
commercialisation of Newcastle from the mid nineteenth century during an early period of Newcastle’s
rapid commercial expansion, occupation and use.
The exposed footings of the Rouse Hotel provide evidence of a limited archaeological resource relating to
the early spread of the town into this ‘out of town’ area at the edge of the settlement in the 1840s. The
population of Newcastle remained very low until the 1850s, with the development of the area hampered
by inefficient land transport and being hemmed in by the AA Co. grant (Suters 1997:2/2 and Higginbotham
2013 Volume 3:119). The British Government had allowed the company to select 2000 acres of land in NSW
for coal mining. The AA Co. selected the land on the western boundary of Newcastle, the eastern boundary
effectively being Brown Street (one street to the west to the project area (refer to Plate 6.1), using land set
aside for the future expansion of the town. It was only after 1853 that the AA Co. commenced to subdivide
and release these areas of its grant; allowing the spread of the town to the west.
The construction of the Rouse Hotel in the 1840s commenced the retail focused nature of the area
(particularly along the Hunter Street frontage) and likely encouraged retailers to establish businesses in the
west of the town close to the well-known Rouse Hotel, which would have been a known landmark in the
area:
J. GINGELL begs leave to inform his friends and the public in general, that he has opened a place
opposite Rouse's Hotel for general repairs. N.B. — Saws sharpened. Razors, Scissors, and cutlery of
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every description ground and set. Gas fitting executed (Newcastle Chronicle and Hunter River
District News Saturday 31 Dec 1859).
Unfortunately, as only footings were present, the opportunity to archaeologically investigate domestic sites
of high integrity in the old town of Newcastle was not provided, other than confirming the presence of the
former Hotel and some indication of its layout and construction material.
It is recognised that an archaeological site can take on additional social values as a result of community
interest in archaeological excavations and remains. While a study of the social values of the project area
was not undertaken and the assessment considered it was unlikely that any historical archaeological
remains that survive would have a strong association with any previous or contemporary particular
community or group, the remains of the Rouse Hotel presented an unexpected connection with the
Awabakal Descendants Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation (ADTOAC); one of the RAPs for the
project.
A Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser article found by Shane Frost ((ADTOAC) while
undertaking family research comprised the record of a court session at which ‘Charlotte Preston was
indicted for stealing from the person of Isaac Dawes a £1 note and a piece of paper, at Newcastle, on the
11th October, 1851’. A witness at the session was Mr. Rouse of the Rouse Hotel. Rouse came to the defence
of Charlotte Preston; which resulted in her being cleared and released. All of the ADTOAC membership are
direct descendants of Charlotte Preston. The remains of the Rouse Hotel provided a physical connection to
a place known to have been associated with an ancestor of the ADTOAC. The article provides a very rare
insight into how Aboriginal people lived in Newcastle during the growth of the settlement. It shows that, in
some instances, not only were Aboriginal people part of the working and growing community but they did
this while retaining a clear identity related to their Aboriginality and connection to country, as shown by
the fact that Mr Rouse was able to reference Ms Preston’s background.
The full article reads:
Charlotte Preston was indicted for stealing from the person of Isaac Dawes a £1 note and a piece of
paper, at Newcastle, on the 11th October, 1851
The witnesses called were Isaac Dawes and William Rouse.
Dawes, who works at the Burwood Smelting Works, near Newcastle, was going home on Saturday
evening, the 7th October, when he called in at the house of James Hyde, with whom prisoner lived;
witness paid prisoner 2s. 6d. and 1s., which he owed Hyde, and took out a £1 note it the same time;
he returned this note to his trousers pocket, after observing that the number was 38539; he slept
there that night, being drunk, putting his trousers under his pillow; next morning he missed the note
from his pocket, and knowing that prisoner had gone into Newcastle, he went there, and on calling
at Mr Rouse's inn, and telling him of the loss and the number of the note, Mr Rouse produced it.
Cross-examined: Witness did not give prisoner the note, when he gave her the other money. - Mr
Rouse said that prisoner came to his house that Sunday morning, and changed a note with him,
when Dawes came some few minutes after, he made a complaint, and described the property he
said he had lost, giving a number, but not the correct one, one figure being wrong; the note
produced was the one prisoner changed; Dawes was deficient in giving the 5 among the numbers on
the note; Dawes claimed the note on witness's showing it to him. - The note was put in and read,
the number being 38539.
The prisoner said nothing in defence. Mr Rouse informed the Chairman that the prisoner was an
aboriginal; that she was born and had been brought up at Newcastle, among the whites ; she had
always borne a good character for honesty, and had for seven or eight years lived with Hyde, and
they had several times applied to be married, but had not yet succeeded; Dawes, to his knowledge,
was frequently at Hyde's house, and that evening they were all drunk together.
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The Chairman sent the case to the jury as one of simple larceny, the charge of stealing from the
person not being sustained.
The jury returned a verdict of not guilty. The prisoner was discharged (Maitland Mercury and Hunter
River General Advertiser 7 January 1852).
The sandstone pavers and flagstone of the Rouse Hotel were carefully removed and stored within the wider
Newcastle East End project area for consideration of future re-use / interpretation.

Plate 6.1 Detail of 1833 Plan of Newcastle by GB White.
Image has been rotated so north is at top of image. Note Brown Street, effectively the edge of the town in
the 1840s to the west of the project area (shaded)
© NSW Government State Archives and Records – SR Item 4396

6.2

Community Understanding

The archaeological investigations at the site have contributed to the communities understanding of the
extent of Newcastle’s urbanisation and residential growth in the post 1850s following the lifting of the
AA Co.’s monopoly of coal mining and the subdivision of the extensive AA Co. land on the western limits of
the growing town.
The remains of the Rouse Hotel provided physical evidence of the early spread of the town into an ‘out of
town’ area at the very edge of the Newcastle settlement in the 1840s when the population of Newcastle
was still very low. The archaeology highlights the differences between the early town, hemmed in by the
AA Co’s monopoly of the land immediately to the west of the Rouse Hotel and today’s city. The nineteenth
century structures exposed along the Hunter and Wolfe Street frontages provide evidence and
understanding the period of rapid residential, commercial and industrial development in Newcastle in the
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second half of the nineteenth century; with the permanent residential population of Newcastle increasing
from 1,500 in 1856 to 50,000 in 1891.
As discussed in Section 6.1, the investigations, in addition to research undertaken by the ADTOAC, also
provided the membership of the ADTOAC with an unexpected connection and understanding of the life of
one of their direct ancestors; as embodied in specific archaeological remains
In addition, at the very least the investigation highlighted the fact that evidence of the early town of
Newcastle survives beneath the built nature of the current Newcastle CBD.

6.3

Future Management

The site has been entirely bulk excavated with the exception of the buildings excluded from the
development (159 Hunter Street at the corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets and the Telstra Exchange at
114 King Street (corner of King and Wolfe) Streets) and the retained David Jones building on the corner of
Hunter and Perkins Street.
There are no recommendations for the future archaeological management of the site.

6.4

Undisturbed Remains

Stage 1 of the Newcastle East End Project comprises the city block bound by Hunter, Perkins, Wolfe and
King Streets, excluding the following properties:
•

159 Hunter Street (corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets) and

•

Telstra Exchange at 114 King Street (corner of King and Wolfe Streets).

Historical documentation (such as the 1935 aerial photograph provided as Plate 6.2 which shows the
vacant excavated corner of Hunter and Perkins Streets prior to construction of the Telstra exchange
building) suggests there is no potential for an historical archaeological resource at 114 King Street.
However, there is potential for archaeological remains at 159 Hunter Street (outside the Stage 1 project
area at the corner of Hunter and Wolfe Streets). In addition, the retained David Jones building on the
corner of Hunter and Perkins Streets may have an archaeological resource retained beneath those areas
not impacted by the structures’ footings.
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114 King Street

Plate 6.2 Detail of 1935 aerial photograph showing Project area
© Greg and Sylvia Ray 2016
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7.0 Public Dissemination
7.1

Hunter Living Histories

The results from the archaeological monitoring were presented to and discussed with the University of
Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative (formerly the Coal River Working Party) at their monthly
meetings (December 2 2018 and 4 February 2019).
The University of Newcastle’s Coal River Working Party was formed in 2003 as a historical research group
dedicated to the investigation of the early history of Newcastle, with a view to safeguarding the heritage
fabric of Newcastle’s birthplace, the Coal River Heritage Precinct. Since 2016 the work of the Coal River
Working Party has become part of the Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative, to better reflect the University’s
Cultural Collections collaborations across the Hunter Regional communities. The aim of the Hunter (Living)
Histories Initiative is to help restore Newcastle and the Hunter Region’s significant historic achievements
back into the Australian story; to achieve positive outcomes for history and heritage in the Hunter region.

7.2

Archaeological Report

Copies of this archaeological report will be held at (and be publicly available from) both the City of
Newcastle Local History Library and also electronically through the University of Newcastle Hunter (Living)
Histories Initiative as a sustainable, online and open-access repository (in accordance with Condition 18 of
the Excavation Permit):
https://hunterlivinghistories.com/
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APPENDIX 1
S140 Permit

File:
Our ref:

SF17/48688
DOC17/504461

Mr Warwick Bowyer
Development Manager
IRIS Land Pty Ltd
Suite 4, Level 31 – Australia Square
264-278 George Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Email: Warwick.bowyer@iriscapital.com.au

Dear Mr Bowyer
Re: Excavation Permit – Approval under s141 of the Heritage Act 1977
S140 for historical archaeological excavation - monitoring and salvage at 163 and 169-185
Hunter Street, Newcastle (NEWCASTLE LGA )
Reference is made to your application under Section 140 of the Heritage Act 1977 (the Act), to
undertake archaeological work at the above property (Application number 2017/S140/33).
Under delegated authority approval is given for the S140 application for an archaeological
excavation permit. Please note this permit is subject to the conditions attached. Acceptance of
these statutory conditions by the Applicant and Excavation Director is a requirement of this permit.
It should be noted that as the Applicant, this Approval (and the fulfilment of all subsequent
conditions) rests with you and not the Land which is the subject of the works.
You are reminded that it is a condition of this permit that the Applicant is responsible for the safe
keeping of artefacts recovered from this site. You are required to nominate a repository for
archaeologically excavated material, as well as referencing the final location in the excavation
report as per section 146(b) of the Act. This is to enable a record to be kept of the location of all
archaeologically excavated material.
It should be noted that an approval for an archaeological permit under the Act covers only those
archaeological works described in the application. Any additional archaeological investigations will
require a further approval. It should also be noted that an approval for an archaeological permit
under the Act is additional to those which may be required from other local, State or
Commonwealth Government authorities. Inquiries about any other approvals needed should, in
the first instance, be directed to the local council, State and Commonwealth Government where
appropriate.
You are also requested to provide the following information:
(1) The estimated total cost of the archaeological investigations (both in the field and
laboratory), including GST;
(2) The estimated total cost of the development/redevelopment, including GST;
(3) Whether this project creates new long term jobs (for example through providing a new
service or facility);
(4) If this project creates new long term jobs, how many? and
(5) How many construction and professional workers will be engaged on this project during the
life of the project?

This information will help the Heritage Council of NSW determine the economic role of heritage in
development in NSW and should be submitted to the Director of the Heritage Division within one
(1) month of the completion of the field excavation programme. This information should be updated
at the end of the project and updated figures should be submitted with the Final Excavation Report
to the Heritage Council for approval within one (1) year of the completion of the field excavation
programme.
This permit, issued by the Heritage Council of NSW, does not give approval to harm Aboriginal
objects. Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places in NSW are protected under the National Parks
and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act). It is an offence to do any of the following without an exemption
or defence (penalties apply):


knowingly harm or desecrate an Aboriginal object (the 'knowing' offence)



harm or desecrate an Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place (the 'strict liability' offence)

The NPW Act provides a number of exemptions and defences to these offences and also excludes
certain acts and omissions from the definition of harm. For more information about the regulation
of
Aboriginal
cultural
heritage,
go
to
the
OEH
website:
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/achregulation.htm
This permit is issued to the applicant on the condition that the nominated Excavation Director is
present at the site supervising all archaeological fieldwork activity likely to expose significant relics.
Permits are not transferable without the written consent of the Heritage Council of New South
Wales. Your attention is drawn to the right of appeal against these conditions in accordance with
section 142 of the Heritage Act, 1977.
ADVICE
Your attention is drawn towards the powers of entry and inspection under s.148 of the Heritage
Act 1977 for authorised persons. If entry and inspection are required, reasonable notice will be
provided as per the Act. The owner could voluntarily agree to allow non-authorised persons, such
as Heritage Division (Office of Environment and Heritage) staff who are acting in a supporting role
to the authorised persons, to enter their property for the purpose of inspection. Owners may also
voluntarily grant permission to take photograph, take samples or request records.
Inquiries on this matter may be directed to Felicity Barry on (02) 9995 6914 or via email at
Felicity.Barry@environment.nsw.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

21 December 2017
Dr Siobhan Lavelle, OAM
Senior Team Leader, Specialist Services
Heritage Division
Office of Environment and Heritage
As Delegate of the Heritage Council of NSW
Enclosure: Approval Conditions for S140 Permit
CC:

The Chief Executive Officer, Newcastle City Council E: mail@ncc.nsw.gov.au
Primary Excavation Director: Mr Tim Adams, E: Tim Adams tadams@umwelt.com.au
Secondary Excavation Director: Mr Franz Reidel, E: reidel reidel@iinet.net.au
Hunter Region Planning Team Regional Operations Division, E: Peter.Saad@environment.nsw.gov.au
Regional Manager, Heritage North Assessments, Ms Cheryl Brown, E: Cheryl.brown@environment.nsw.gov.au

S140 for archaeological monitoring and salvage at 163 and 169-185 Hunter Street, Newcastle
Conditions of Approval 2017/S140/33
Approved Archaeological Works
01.
All works shall be in accordance with the approved research design and methodology outlined
in ‘Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End Project – Stage 1, report prepared
for Iris Land Pty Ltd by Umwelt dated October 2017.
except as amended by the following conditions:
02.

This permit covers archaeological monitoring and salvage of locally significant relics, only.
Archaeological relics of State significance may not be removed from this site.

03.

This archaeological approval is valid for five (5) years from the date of approval. Requests for
extensions beyond this time must be made in writing prior to expiry of the permit.

04.

Sampling strategy: In the event a sampling strategy is required for the site as identified within
the supporting Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End Project – Stage 1,
report prepared for Iris Land Pty Ltd by Umwelt dated October 2017, the primary and secondary
excavation directors shall prepare a document for review and approval of the Heritage Council
of NSW or its delegate prior to the commencement of sampling on site.

Fieldwork
05. The Heritage Council of NSW or its delegate must be informed of the commencement and
completion of the archaeological program at least 5 days prior to the commencement and within
5 days of the completion of work on site. The Heritage Council and staff of the Heritage Division,
Office of Environment & Heritage authorised under section 148(1) of the Heritage Act, 1977,
reserve the right to inspect the site and records at all times and to access any relics recovered
from the site.
06.

The Applicant must ensure that if substantial intact archaeological deposits and/or State
significant relics not identified in Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End
Project – Stage 1, report prepared for Iris Land Pty Ltd by Umwelt dated October 2017, are
discovered, work must cease in the affected area(s) and the Heritage Council of NSW must be
notified. Additional assessment and approval may be required prior to works continuing in the
affected area(s) based on the nature of the discovery.

07.

Should any Aboriginal objects be uncovered by the work, excavation or disturbance of the area
is to stop immediately and the Office of Environment & Heritage (Enviroline 131 555) is to be
notified in accordance with Section 89A of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974 (NPW Act).
Aboriginal objects in NSW are protected under the NPW Act. Unless the objects are subject to a
valid Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit, work must not recommence until approval to do so has
been provided by the Office of Environment & Heritage.

08.

The Heritage Council of NSW must approve any substantial deviations from the approved
research design outlined in Historical Archaeological Assessment Newcastle East End Project –
Stage 1, report prepared for Iris Land Pty Ltd by Umwelt dated October 2017, including extent
and techniques of excavations, as an application for the variation or revocation of a permit under
section 144 of the Heritage Act, 1977.

09.

The Applicant must ensure that either the approved Primary Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams
or secondary excavation director, Mr Franz Reidel nominated in the section 140 application
2017/S140/33, are present at the site supervising all archaeological fieldwork activity likely to
expose significant relics.

10.

The Applicant must ensure that the approved Primary Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams and
secondary excavation director, Mr Franz Reidel, nominated in the section 140 application
2017/S140/33, , takes adequate steps to record in detail relics, structures and features
discovered on the site during the archaeological works in accordance with current best practice.
This work must be undertaken in accordance with relevant Heritage Council guidelines.

11.

The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director briefs all personnel involved
in the project about the requirements of the NSW Heritage Act, 1977 in relation to the proposed
archaeological program. This briefing should be undertaken prior to the commencement of onsite excavation works.

12.

The Applicant must ensure that the nominated Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams, the
secondary Excavation Director, Mr Franz Reidel, and the excavation team is given adequate
resources to allow full and detailed recording to be undertaken to the satisfaction of the Heritage
Council.

13.

The Applicant must ensure that the site under archaeological investigation is made secure and
that the unexcavated artefacts, structures and features are not subject to deterioration,
damage,destruction or theft during fieldwork.

14.

The Applicant is responsible for the safe-keeping of all relics recovered from the site.

Analysis and Reporting
15. The Applicant must ensure that the Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams, the secondary
Excavation Director, Mr Franz Reidel, or an appropriate specialist, cleans, stabilises, labels,
analyses, catalogues and stores any artefacts recovered from the site in a way that allows them
to be retrieved according to both type and provenance.
16.

The Applicant must ensure that a summary of the results of the field work, up to 500 words in
length, prepared by the approved Primary Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams and secondary
excavation director, Mr Franz Reidel nominated in the section 140 form, is submitted to the
Heritage Council of NSW for approval within one (1) month of completion of archaeological field
work. This information is required in accordance with section 146(b) of the Heritage Act, 1977.

17.

The Applicant must ensure that a final excavation report is written by the approved Primary
Excavation Director, Mr Tim Adams and secondary excavation director, Mr Franz Reidel
nominated in the section 140 application 2017/S140/33, to publication standard, within one (1)
year of the completion of the field based archaeological activity unless an extension of time or
other variation is approved by the Heritage Council of NSW in accordance with section 144 of
the Heritage Act, 1977.

18.

The Applicant must ensure that one (1) electronic copy of the final excavation report is submitted
on CD to the Heritage Council of NSW together with two (2) printed copies of the final excavation
report. These reports are required in accordance with section 146(b) of the Heritage Act, 1977.
The Applicant must also ensure that further copies are lodged with the local library and/or another
appropriate local repository in the area in which the site is located. It is also required that all digital
resources (including reports, context and artefact data, scanned field notes, other datasets and
documentation) should be lodged with a sustainable, online and open-access repository.

19.

The Applicant must ensure that the information presented in a final excavation report includes
the following:
a/.
An executive summary of the archaeological programme;
b/.
Due credit to the client paying for the excavation, on the title page;
c/.
An accurate site location and site plan (with scale and north arrow) and including georeference data;
d/.
Historical research, references, and bibliography;
e/.
Detailed information on the excavation including the aim, the context for the excavation,
procedures, treatment of artefacts (cleaning, conserving, sorting, cataloguing, labelling,
scale photographs and/or drawings, location of repository) and analysis of the information
retrieved;
f/.
Nominated repository for the items;
g/.
Detailed response to research questions (at minimum those stated in the Heritage Council
approved Research Design);
h/.
Conclusions from the archaeological programme. This information must include a
reassessment of the site’s heritage significance; statement(s) on how archaeological
investigations at this site have contributed to the community’s understanding of the mid to
late 19th century development of the town of Newcastle; recommendations for the future
management of the site and how much of the site remains undisturbed;

i/.

Details of how this information about this excavation has been publicly disseminated (for
example, provide details about Public Open Days and include copies of press releases,
public brochures and information signs produced to explain the archaeological significance
of the site).

20.

Public Open Day
If substantial, intact, legible and interpretable archaeological deposits are revealed during the
archaeological investigation then a Public Open Day must be held to allow the Newcastle
community to visit the site. The applicant must ensure that formal notification of any Open Days
is given at least one week prior to the Heritage Division and relevant local historical societies
within the City of Newcastle. An information sheet should be prepared which details key elements
of the site’s history and development what the archaeological resource may comprise here.
These should be attached to public hoarding made available for members of the public to freely
take away;

21.

Interpretation
If substantial, intact, legible and interpretable archaeological deposits are revealed during the
archaeological investigation then the results of the archaeological investigation must be included
into an Interpretation Strategy for the site. This Strategy must comply with Heritage Council of
NSW ‘Heritage Interpretation Policy’ 2005 and ‘Interpreting Heritage Places and Items
Guidelines’ 2005. This Strategy shall be submitted for the approval of the Heritage Council of
NSW or its delegate within 6 months of the completion of the onsite archaeological fieldwork
program.

22.

Compliance
If requested, the Applicant and nominated Heritage Consultant may be required to participate in
audits of Heritage Council approvals to confirm compliance with conditions of consent.
----------------------------------------------
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Grubbing along Hunter Street, disturbed layers
Grubbing along Hunter Street, disturbed layers
Grubbing along Hunter Street, disturbed layers
Grubbing along Hunter Street, disturbed layers
After grubbing along Hunter Street
Looking across site towards King Street
Looking across site towards King Street
Looking across site towards King Street
Looking across site towards King Street
After grubbing along Hunter Street
N/A
Looking across site to Hunter Street from King Street
Looking across site to Hunter Street from King Street
Looking across site to Perkins Street from King Street
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Possible footing in Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Looking across site towards King Street
Sandstone flagging in Test Trench
Sandstone flagging in Test Trench
Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Sandstone flagging in Test Trench
Sandstone flagging in Test Trench
Sandstone flagging in Test Trench
Possible footing in Test Trench along Hunter Street frontage
Close-up of ossible footing in Test Trench along Hunter Street
frontage
Possible sandstone remains along Wolfe Street frontage
Possible sandstone remains along Wolfe Street frontage
Possible sandstone remains along Wolfe Street frontage
Flooding along Hunter Street frontage
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natural?
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Crushed brick packing material and sandstone footing (Lot 140)
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Sandstone footing and crushed brick packing material (Lot 140)
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Sandstone footing and crushed brick packing material (Lot 140)
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Earlier and later brick paving (Lot 138), clay packing between
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Earlier and later brick paving (Lot 138) and sandstone footings
Features on Lot 140
North wall of earliest building on Lot 140
Features on Lot 140
Features on Lot 140
Laneway between Lot 138 and Lot 140
Features so far on Lot 138
Earlier and later brick paving (Lot 138), clay packing between
Earlier and later brick paving (Lot 138), clay packing between
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Features so far on Lot 138
Features so far on Lot 138 and laneway
Features so far on Lot 138
Paving, heringbone pattern, drafting aid shot
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Paving, heringbone pattern, drafting aid shot
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
140)
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
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Machine excavation near DJ building
Machine excavation near DJ building
Machine excavation near DJ building
Machine excavation near DJ building with some exposed features
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Roughly cleaned Rouse Hotel sandstone flagging and east wall
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Footprint of Rouse Hotel
Looking over east wall of Rouse Hotel towards King Street
Well east of Rouse Hotel
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Well east of Rouse Hotel with background (Hunter Street facades)
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Well east of Rouse Hotel
Well east of Rouse Hotel
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Well east of Rouse Hotel
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Well east of Rouse Hotel, detail
Well east of Rouse Hotel
Well east of Rouse Hotel
Well east of Rouse Hotel
Roughly cleaned Rouse Hotel sandstone paving, looking towards
well
Roughly cleaned Rouse Hotel sandstone paving
Roughly cleaned Rouse Hotel sandstone paving
Roughly cleaned Rouse Hotel sandstone paving
Features along Wolfe Street during drilling
Features along Wolfe Street during drilling
Features along Wolfe Street during drilling, early brick paving in
foreground
Flooded south part of erea
Looking towards King Street across area
Looking towards Area B
Area along King Street prepared for test pitting
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving and internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving and internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging and
internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging and internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing
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11/12/2018
11/12/2018
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Newcastle East End Stage 1

Photo #
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B

3536

B

3537

B
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B
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B
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3568

B

3569
3570

Photo Register
View
N

Date
11/12/2018

N

11/12/2018

N

11/12/2018

S
S
SE
N
N
N
N
NE

11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018

E

11/12/2018

W
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W
W
W
NW
S
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SW
S
SW
S

SE
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E

11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018
11/12/2018

E

11/12/2018

B
B

Description
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Looking over well towards Rouse Hotel remains
Well
Rouse Hotel remains east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone flagging, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Looking across site
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, detail
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, sandstone paving, sandstone flagging,
internal footing and east wall footing
Rouse Hotel remains, section through internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, section through internal footing with paving
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3571
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3573
3574
3575
3576
3577
3578
3579
3580

B
B
B
B
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B
B
B
B
B

Rouse Hotel remains, section through internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, section through internal footing
Rouse Hotel remains, section through internal footing
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill and background
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill, Rouse Hotel remains in background
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12/12/2018
12/12/2018
12/12/2018
19/12/2018

3589

A

Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill
Well with slightly lowered fill, detail
Well with slightly lowered fill, detail
Well with slightly lowered fill, detail
Well with slightly lowered fill
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
140) in test trench
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
140) in test trench with background
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A
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A
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3633
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3635
3636
3637
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3638

A

3639

A

3640
3641
3642
3643
3644
3645
3646

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Description
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
140) in test trench
Section through service trench through crushed brick packing (Lot
140) in test trench with background
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Early brick paving and sinkhole (Lot 138)
Partly cleaned north half of building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138 with brick floor in
background
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138, fireplace
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138, internal wall with
fireplaces
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138, fireplace
Remains along Wolfe Street
Partly cleaned north half of building on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned building remains on Lot 138
Partly cleaned south half of building on Lot 138, fireplace
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, internal wall footings with
fireplaces
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, front room
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, back rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, south half with brick paving and
sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, south half with brick paving and
sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, south half with brick paving and
sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, remains of front wall footing and
crushed brick packing
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Photo Register

Description
Remains of building on Lot 138, remains of front wall footing and
crushed brick packing
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half
Remains of building on Lot 138, remains of front wall footing and
crushed brick packing
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west)
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west)
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west)
Remains of building on Lot 138, northern back room and corridor
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20/12/2018
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Remains of building on Lot 138, back rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, sinkhole, clay packing and later
paving in section
Remains of building on Lot 138, sinkhole, clay packing and later
paving in section
Remains of building on Lot 138, sinkhole, clay packing and later
paving in section
Remains of building on Lot 138, sinkhole, clay packing and later
paving in section and south wall footing
Remains of building on Lot 138, sinkhole, clay packing and later
paving in section and south wall footing with background
Remains of building on Lot 138, south half with brick paving
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and fireplace footing
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Remains of building on Lot 138, southwest corner and Auger(?)
hole
Remains of building on Lot 138, southwest corner and Auger(?)
hole, with background
Remains of building on Lot 138, southwest corner and Auger(?)
hole, with background
Remains of building on Lot 138, south half
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west)
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west) with post hole
Remains of building on Lot 138, back wall (west) with post hole
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half backyard area with post
hole
Remains of building on Lot 138, backyard area with post hole in
foreground
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half
Remains of building on Lot 138, north half, clay deposit in back
yard
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, with Wolfe Street facade in
background
Remains of building on Lot 138, with Wolfe Street facade in
background
Remains of building on Lot 138, with Wolfe Street facade in
background
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, back rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138 with Lot 140 remains in
background
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Photo Register
View
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20/12/2018
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SE
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Description
Remains of building on Lot 138 with Lot 140 remains in
background
Remains of building on Lot 138 with Lot 140 remains in
background
Remains of building on Lot 138 with Lot 140 remains in
background
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street, looking across centre wall on Lot 138
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Remains of building on Lot 138, northeast room
Remains of building on Lot 138, back (west) rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains along Wolfe Street
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138 with Area B in background
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, centre wall with fireplace footings
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Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, north rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Remains of building on Lot 138, south rooms
Remains of building on Lot 138, brick paving and sinkhole
Remains of building on Lot 138, front (east) wall footing
Remains of building on Lot 138, looking along central corridor
Looking across Area A towards King street
Looking across Area A towards King street
Remains of building on Lot 138
Remains of building on Lot 138, fireplace footing in north half
Remains of building on Lot 138, fireplace footing in north half
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Artefact Catalogue

CERAMIC ARTEFACT ANALYSIS TABLE
Site

Location

Context

QTY MIC

Material

Class

Description

Base
Colour

Glaze

Pattern

Colour

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - ginger beer

Buff

Salt

Buff

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - wide mouth
blackening

Buff

Salt

Buff

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - wide mouth
blackening

Pale buff

Salt

Pale buff

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - ginger beer

Dark
brown

Salt

Dark brown

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - wide mouth
blackening

Pale buff

Salt

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Ink well

Buff

Salt

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Ink well

Buff

Salt

NEE S1

Lot 135

22

1

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Plate

White

White

NEE S1

Lot 135

22

1

1

China

Bone china

Tea

White

White

NEE S1

Lot 138

17

3

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Plate/platter fragment

White

White

NEE S1

Lot 138

18

1

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Plate fragment

White

White

NEE S1

Lot 138

18

1

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Fragment

White

NEE S1

Lot 138

18

2

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Fragments

NEE S1

Lot 138

18

1

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

NEE S1

Lot 138

35

1

1

Earthenware

NEE S1

Lot 138

35

2

1

NEE S1

Lot 138

44

1

NEE S1

Lot 138

44

1

NEE S1

Lot 138

44

NEE S1

Lot 138

44

Imprinted

Base
Diameter

Internal Surface

External surface

70mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

65mm

80mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

55mm

60mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

35mm

70mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

Pale buff

53mm

60mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

Buff

23mm

50mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

Buff

23mm

47mm

N Welham Pottery
Newcastle

Top Diameter

No glaze

Plain glaze

Blue and white

Geometric band

Plain glaze

White

Plain glaze

Plain glaze

Rhine pattern

Dark grey

Rhine

Plain glaze

Blue and white

Willow

Plain glaze

White

Blue willow
transferware
Blue flow transferware

Blue and white

Flow

Plain glaze

White

White

Transferware (willow?)

Blue and white

Willow

Willow

Fragments

White

White

White

Plain glaze

Plain glaze

Whiteware

Bowl base fragment

White

White

White

Plain glaze

Plain glaze

Earthenware

Whiteware

Fragment

White

White

Blue and white

Fibre-pattern

Plain glaze

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - blackening

Buff

Salt

Buff

60mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

1

Stoneware

Salt finish

Bottle - ginger beer

salt

Dark brown

80mm

No glaze

Plain glaze

1

1

Stoneware

Bristol finish

Bottle base

Dark
brown
White

Bristol

White

80mm

Plain glaze

Plain glaze

8

1

Earthenware

Whiteware

Platter

White

White

Willow

Plain glaze

Geometric band

Fibre-pattern transfer
print

Blue willow
transferware

G E Redman

30mm

Blue and white

Company

Ca

N Welham

18501860

Post
1850s

Post 1865

GLASS ARTEFACT ANALYSIS TABLE
Site

Location

Context

QTY

MIC

Material

Class

Technique

Finish

Part

Neck

Shoulder

Body

Heel

Foot Style

Colour

NEE S1

Stage 1

43

1

1

Glass

Applied

Flanged

2 part

Straight

Sloped

Ovoid

Flat

Stage 1

43

1

1

Glass

Applied

Bulged

2 part

Tappered

Rounded tapper

Cylindrical

Inswept

Flat
indentation
Shallow

Clear

NEE S1

Medicine /
pharmaceutical bottle
Soda bottle

NEE S1

Lot 135

22

1

1

Glass

NEE S1

Lot 138

17

1

1

NEE S1

Lot 138

18

1

NEE S1

Lot 138

35

NEE S1

Lot 138

22

3971_R10_Appendix 3_catalogue

Surface
Internal
Opalised

Surface features

Embossed logo, side
seam

Fragment of the side
of the bottle
Fragment of the side
of the bottle
Fragment of the side
of the bottle
Base fragment

Square

Dark olive green

Glass

Cylindrical

Dark olive green

1

Glass

Wine bottle fragment

Cylindrical

Dark olive green

1

1

Glass

Bitters bottle fragment

Square

Rounded

Open pontil

Dark olive green

1

1

Glass

Soda bottle - base only

Cylindrical

Flat

Flat
indentation

Aqua

Company

Ca

Letters G E
R around
ice-cream
cone, N
inside cone

G E Redman
Newcastle

Post 1865

G E Redman
Newcastle

Post 1865

Side seam

Aqua

Gin/snapps bottle
fragment
Wine bottle fragment

Trade Mark

Embossed logo, side
seam

1

MISCELLANEOUS ARTEFACT ANALYSIS TABLE
Site
NEE S1

Location
Lot 135

Context QTY MIC Material
22
1
1
Bone
button

Description

Colour

NEE S1
NEE S1

Lot 135
Lot 138

24
16

1
2

1
2

Brick
Brick

Sandstock brick. 220 x 105 x 60 millimetres

Orange
Orange / dark
red

NEE S1
NEE S1
NEE S1

Lot 138
Lot 138
Lot 138

18
19
35

1
2
1

1
2
1

Shell
Brick
Metal
coin

Oyster shell

3971_R10_Appendix 3_catalogue

Two-piece convex (dome) button. Wire loop shank broken
off
Sandstock brick. 235 x 115 x 70 millimetres. Gulliver
stamped frog
Sandstock brick. 220 x 100 x 65 millimetres
1826 penny

TM Company Ca

Guliver

18681895

Buff orange
1826
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